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Abstrat
The purpose of this thesis was to provide a high level software framework
for deteting large problems with the ATLAS detetor at the LHC and es-
timate the jet resolution from the rst data. The result was the program
DiJet, written in C++ by Kent Olav Skjei and Thomas Burgess. DiJet an
be run both as a program within Athena (ATLAS software framework) or as
a sript in AthenaROOTAess.
We have looked at and ompared several variables for bak-to-bak jets
using data sets with Monte Carlo dijets, Monte Carlo top and the simulated
FDR2 data. Dijets were hosen due to the high ross setion expeted at the
LHC. It beame lear that for real data, one will need to review the dijet
seletion riteria in order to supress multijet bakground.
DiJet also reonstrut the W mass as a method for estimating hadron
resolution. This method requires more data than methods for bak-to-bak
jets do, and was not useful for FDR2 data. However, based on Monte Carlo
dijet and top events we were able to ompare jet resolution estimates for the
methods for bak-to-bak jets and the method based on the W mass. As
expeted, these variables seem to be related.
In onnetion with the bak-to-bak jets we saw a ertain η dependene
of transverse energy.
The last variables we looked at were missing transverse energy and the
vetorial sum over jet momenta. From the latter results, it beame apparent
that missing transverse energy ontains more than just the sum over jet
momenta. And it also beame lear that the jet reonstrution algorithms
themselves reate some false missing transverse energy.
The position of bad eta and phi regions were found by looking at prole
plots of these variables. Based on this we deided to only look at the region
−3 ≤ |η| ≤ 3 due to low statistis in high |η|.
We have seen that the methods for estimating jet resolution in this thesis
gives half the value of the mass resolution of partiles deaying into jets.
Based on the results, we seem to have found an asymmetry in φ in the
results from the jet reonstrution. We did not have the opportunity to
investigate the ause of this asymmetry, due to lak of time.
The original objetive of this thesis was to look at the Express Stream.
This turned out not to be possible due to the deision of not making the
Express Stream generally available. In addition, this thesis has been aeted
by the delay of the LHC shedule, hanges in the poliy onerning streaming
and evolution of the ATLAS software frameworks. Upgrades on the loal
omputer luster used for data analysis have also aused onsiderable loss of
time.
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Chapter 1
Introdution
Year 2010, the LHC at CERN (European Organization for Nulear Researh)
will start running, and hopefully ollide protons at 7 − 10TeV. This will
probably mark the beginning of a new era in partile physis. Physisists
will be able to dig deeper into the mysteries surrounding matter and our
early universe than ever before. Hopefully our theories on origion of mass
will be onrmed, and the matter - antimatter asymmetry and thereby the
existene of our universe might get a plausible explanation. Dark matter,
whih is believed to be essential for the existene and behaviour of galaxies,
ould possibly be produed in the laboratories. A new symmerty, alled
supersymmetry, ould be experimentally observed.
CERN has onstuted the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), with four large
failities onneted to it. One of these is ATLAS. ATLAS will study events
from proton - proton ollisions, and hopefully ontribute to the disovery
of the Higgs boson, supersymmetri partiles and extra dimensions. Suh
tasks will require the detetor to handle, i.e. be olleting and proessing,
enormous amounts of data. This thesis will study a small part of that proess,
namely jet reonstrution performane and resolution.
The thesis will rst give a short introdution to the relevant parts of the
standard model of partile physis. There will be a hapter on CERN, the
LHC and ATLAS and its hardware, and further an introdution to jet reon-
strution. The onluding setions will present the omputer program DiJet
that was speially written for this thesis, and its suggestion for estimating
the jet resolution of ATLAS, as well as its ability to spot and make oarse
removal of the noisy tower in the original FDR2 (Full Dress Rehersal no.2)
data. Further will any onnetion between resolution the W mass and the
jet resolution be disussed.
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Chapter 2
Physis Proesses at the LHC
2.1 Introdution to the Standard Model and
Beyond
The standard model (SM) is the urrently aepted theory of partile physis.
It has been tested to great auray in laboratories all around the world. In
the energy range tested until this day, no indiations of the model being
wrong has been observed. However, a vital partile for the SM has yet to be
observed, namely the Higgs boson.
Mathematially, the SM is a eld theory of quanta. It is the ombina-
tion of the groups U(1) (Quantum Eletrodynamis or QED), SU(2) (Weak
theory) and SU(3) (Quantum Chromodynamis or QCD) into the the group
SU(3)× SU(2)× U(1).
The SM seperates partiles into two groups. One group onsists of par-
tiles with half-numbered spins, fermions, and the other of partiles with
whole-numbered spins, bosons. The fermions are the leptons (eletrons,
muons, taus and neutrinos) and quarks, and onsists of three generations
(see g 2.1). The rst generation onsists of the up- and down-quarks, the
eletron and the eletron neutrino and their respetive antipartiles. The
seond generation onsists of the harm- and strange-quarks as well as the
muon and the muon neutrino, and their antipartiles. The third generation
onsists of the top- and bottom-quarks, the tau and tau neutrino, and the
respetive antipartiles of these partiles.
The fermions interats through fores mediated by the bosons, namely
the photons (γ), W±, Z0 and gluons (g).
QED, belonging to the gauge group U(1), has only one gauge boson,
namely the photon. The photon is thereby responsible for all eletromagneti
interations, and it interats with all harged partiles. The eletromagneti
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Figure 2.1: The partiles and generations of the Standard Model[53℄
fore binds eletrons and nulei into atoms and moleules, and thereby on-
trols the hemistry and physis of materials.
The SU(2) weak theory has 3 gauge bosons, i.e. the W± and Z0. These
partiles interats with all partiles arrying weak harge (all fermions), and
they are responsible for proesses like β deay.
The weak bosons are urrently the only observed massive gauge bosons.
In the urrent model their masses originate from the spontaneous symmetry
breaking of the SU(2)×U(1) symmetry (eletroweak theory), also known as
the Higgs mehanism. The idea of the Higgs mehanism is that there exists
a Higgs eld and its orresponding quantum, the Higgs boson. Partiles
interating with the Higgs boson will we perieve as massive.
Finally, there are eight gluons from the SU(3) symmetry group, or QCD.
Gluons mediates the strong fore and interats with quarks. The strong fore
binds quarks together in hadrons, and binds nuleons in nulei. Hadrons are
further seperated into baryons, ontaining partons (three valene quarks, sea
quarks and gluons), and mesons, ontaining two valene quarks.
However suessful the model has been until now, it does have limitations.
The SM is, for example, not able to desribe gravitation, it doesn't inlude
dark matter, it assumes massless neutrinos, it gives rise to the hierarhy
problem, it doesn't solve the questions surrounding the matter-antimatter
asymmetry and it requires 19 numerial onstants that are found ad ho. In
addition, the Higgs boson, whih is needed to make the SM mathematially
onsistent, is per the writing of this thesis unobserved.
At the energies reahed in LHC the ollision between protons is really
10
Figure 2.2: Some Feynman diagrams for Higgs prodution[54℄
a ollision between partons, reating new resonanes. Some examples of
Feynman diagrams for the proesses relavant at the LHC are shown in g.
2.2, 2.3 and 2.4.
2.2 QCD Proesses and Hadronization
Two important features of QCD are asymptoti freedom and onnement.
Contrary to eletroweak theory, the QCD oupling onstant dereases at
high energies and inreases at low energies. This is referred to as asymptoti
freedom, whih is the ability of interations to beome arbitrarily weak at
short distanes. At longer distanes, however, one observes olor onne-
ment, meaning until now no free quarks or gluons have been found. This is
beause the QCD oupling onstant inreases with the distane. When the
oupling onstant gets large, that leads to nonperturbative proesses. Per-
turbative proesses are proesses that an be desribed using perturbation
theory. The essene of perturbation theory is to start with a mathematial
11
Figure 2.3: Feynman diagram for quark sattering through gluon
exhange[55℄
Figure 2.4: Feynman diagram showing a possible prodution of tt¯ deaying
to two W's and two b jets[56℄. This deay mode for the tops was used in this
thesis
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desription that has a known solution, and then introdue a small perturba-
tion. In QCD, suh an approximation is valid when the oupling onstant
is small, i.e. for short distanes. Color is the harge of the strong fore,
and an be red, blue or green. One spei gluon arries both one olor and
one antiolor. This is the reason why gluons an ouple diretly to other
gluons. Quarks only arry either one olor or one antiolor. Both theory
and experiment suggests that hadrons are neutral in terms of olor. Due
to vauum polarization, the energy needed to seperate two quarks inreases
linearily with the distane. This has the onsequene that it beomes ener-
getially more advantageous to reate a new quark pair instead of seperating
the two original quarks. The new quark pairs then form hadrons through
hadronization. Hadroni interations therefore involve jet formation.
2.2.1 Dijets
The LHC will ollide two beams of protons at high energies (7− 10TeV). At
suh high energies it will be the partons that are interating, and one gets
parton-parton sattering between two quarks, two antiquarks, one quark and
one antiquark, one quark and one gluon or two gluons. Approximately 80% of
the ollisions will be between gluons. This will lead to a new nal state whih
most often onsists of hadrons. The nal state is dependent on the physial
onservation laws. Parton-parton sattering an then give four or more jets;
jets from partons radiating o the sattered partons, one jet from eah of the
sattered partons heading into the detetor and two for the spetator partons.
The latter move along the beam axis. This ours when the enter of mass
energy is approximately 5GeV per parton[26℄. To avoid onfusion with the
beam jets, one usually demand that the other two jets have a diretion with
a ertain angle with respet to the beam axis. In other words that they have
a transverse energy larger than approximately 5GeV. Suh jets are referred
to as dijets. In addition one might have other jets, e.g. from gluon radiation.
2.3 Top and W
LHC will be the rst ollider tt¯ fatory. Top quark physis will therefore be
another important aspet of the standard model to be studied at the LHC.
There are several reasons for this. One is that the top quark signal will be
a lear one, and easily seperated from the bakground, even in ase of an
imperfetly alibrated detetor. This means that the top mass will provide
insight on the detetor performane at an early stage. Consequently, top
quark events allows detetor alibration and will provide a ertain under-
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Table 2.1: Main Deay Modes of the W+ Partile[27℄
The W− deay modes are harge onjugates of the modes above.
l indiates eah type of lepton (e, µ and tau), not sum over them.
Γ10 represents the width for the deay of the W boson into a harged partile with
momentum below detetability, p < 200MeV.
Γi Mode Fration (Γi/Γ p Condene level (MeV/)
Γ1 e
+ν (10.75 ± 0.13) × 10−2 40199
Γ2 µ
+ν (10.57 ± 0.15) × 10−2 40199
Γ3 τ
+ν (11.25 ± 0.20) × 10−2 40179
Γ4 Hadrons (67.60 ± 0.27) × 10−2 -
standing of the detetors jet energy sale of light jets, as well as of b-tagging,
sine b quarks is an ordinary deay produt of the t quark. Top quark physis
will also be important when searhing for new physis, both as a bakground
and as a deay mode for urrently unobserved partiles.
The partiles W+ and W− are the harged bosons of the weak theory
and a deay produt of the top quark (see g. 2.4 for the deay mode used
in this thesis). Toghether with the Z partile, they are the only known
fundamental massive bosons. The W mass is presently measured[27℄ to be
80.398±0.025GeV and has a full width of Γ = 2.141±0.041GeV. It therefore
deays very quikly and an only be seen indiretly in the detetory from
it's deay produts. W± will be a part of many important deay modes in
ATLAS, and one hopes to determine it's mass with a muh higher auray
than what has presently been ahieved.
The W+ an deay into[27℄ l+ν, i.e. e+νe, µ
+νe or τ
+νe, or hadronially
into ud¯ or cs¯. The main branhing frations are given in Table 2.1. The
deay modes of W− are just harge onjugates of the mentioned modes.
2.4 Missing Transverse Energy
In the LHC it is the partons that are olliding. We an not know the exat
momentum in the beam diretion for partons. However, in the transverse
plane, whih is orthogonal to the beam axis, the sum of partile momenta
should be 0. However, due to the presene of neutrinos, we expet a ertain
amount of missing transverse energy. Also the jet reonstrution algorithms
will lead to a ertain amount of missingE
T
, due to outow from the jet ones.
It is important to have an idea of how muh these eets will ontribute, sine
missing transverse energy an be an indiation of supersymmetri partiles
being reated in the event. Supersymmetri partiles are among the disov-
eries one hopes to make at the LHC.
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2.5 B Physis
B Physis is the study of the physis related to the proesses ontaining
bottom quarks. The ATLAS B physis program will ondut detailed tests of
the standard model whih will hopefully provide indiations of the existene
of new physis, and put onstraints on non-SM physis.
The B physis program in ATLAS will provide
 High preision tests of QCD preditions for ross setions of beauty
and harmed hadrons[9℄
 Alignment and alibration of the trigger traking and muon systems[9℄
 Tests of both perturbative and non-perturbative preditions of QCD[9℄
 Study of quarkonia states that are part of the deay modes of heavier
resonanes[9℄
 Study of the bb¯ state, the largest bakground for many of the events
expeted at the LHC[10℄
 Detetor performane heks[11℄
 Give an understanding of some avour tagging methods[11℄
 Study of avour hanging neutral urrents, whih is forbidden in the
standard model[12℄
 Preise determination of the weak mixing angle indued by CP
violation[13℄
2.6 Higgs
Detetion of the Higgs[14℄ boson is the primary goal of LHC and the partile
physis experiments onneted to it. SM predits the Higgs boson to be
a neutral salar. There are also other possibilities onerning the Higgs
partile. One extension of SM, alled the Minimal Supersymmetri Standard
Model (MSSM)(see next hapter), predits ve Higgs bosons; three neutral
and two harged H±. The neutral ones are two CP-even (h and H) and one
CP-odd (A). For the neutral SM Higgs, the hannels relevant at LHC are
 pp, gg → H → γγ
 pp, gg → H → ZZ(∗) → 4l(l = e, µ)
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 pp, gg → qqH → qqτ+τ−
 pp, gg → H →W+W− → lνlν, lνqq
 pp, gg → tt¯H → tt¯bb¯
 pp, gg → tt¯H → tt¯W+W−
 pp, gg → ZH → l+l−W+W−
Looking at the range 100GeV−1000GeV, H → bb¯, H → τ+τ−, H → γγ is
mostly relevant in the Higgs mass range 100GeV ≤ MH ≤ 200GeV. H → tt¯
is relevant in the range 250GeV ≤ MH ≤ 1000GeV. H → WW (∗) and
H → ZZ(∗) is relevant in the entire mass range. These are the most relevant
deay modes.
The neutral MSSM Higgs an be produed either from diret prodution
or assoiated prodution. In diret prodution, the neutral Higgs is produed
from a fermion loop originating from the interation of two gluons. In assoi-
ated prodution Higgs is produed either from the proess gg → φbb¯, bb¯→ φ,
gb→ bφ or qq¯ → g → bb¯→ bb¯φ.
For harged MSSM Higgs prodution below the top quark mass is t →
H+b the dominant proess. H+ → τ+ν dominates among the deay modes.
In ase of a harged Higgs mass above the top quark, the proess gb¯→ t¯H+
beomes the most important one for prodution. H+ → tb¯ will then be the
most important deay mode, although H+ → τ+ν still ontributes. Around
the top mass, gg → t¯bH+ is important. LHC being a tt¯ fatory, light Higgs
might be produed through the proess qq¯, gg → tt¯→ t¯bH+.
2.7 Supersymmetry
Supersymmetry (SUSY) is a possible extension to the standard model. The
theory introdues a new symmetry, namely a symmetry between fermions
and bosons. This gives rise to new, until now unobserved partiles. If super-
symmetri partiles exists, it is assumed that supersymmetri events will be
haraterized[15℄ by several high-momentum jets as well as missing transverse
energy. Eletrons, muons and taus will also be present in a large amount of
the events. The most relevant bakground to SUSY events are tt¯, W+ jets,
Z+ jets, jets from QCD proesses, and diboson prodution, i.e. WW , ZZ
and WZ[16℄.
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2.8 Exoti Proesses
Many extensions of SM predits the existene of a new heavy state deay-
ing into two leptons. Among these extensions we nd grand unied the-
ories (GUTs), Tehniolor, little Higgs models and models inluding extra
dimensions[17℄. The advantage of states deaying into two leptons is the
simpliity of the nal state.
The ability to investigate states onsisting of one lepton and missing
transverse energy, i.e. a neutrino, is important for the ability to reonstrut
gauge bosons not predited by SM.
Proesses involving nal states with two leptons, two jets and no missing
transverse energy is another area of interest. Suh states are predited in
models like leptoquarks, i.e. hypothetial bosons arrying both quark and
lepton quantum numbers, and Left-Right Symmetry, addressing both the
non-zero masses of the three known left-handed neutrinos and baryogenesis.
If there doesn't exist a light Higgs partile, eletroweak symmetry break-
ing an most easily be studied looking at vetor boson sattering at high
mass, for example WW salar and vetor resonanes, WZ vetor resonanes
and ZZ salar resonanes.
Blak holes is another possibility of what an be observed in ATLAS.
Suh events are haraterized by a large number of nal state partiles with
high transverse momentum.
2.9 Interation of Partiles with Matter
The interation of partiles with matter is the foundation for partile dete-
tors.
When disussing the interation of partiles with matter[28℄, one seper-
ates the interations into two groups:
1. Interations of harged partiles
2. Interations of neutral partiles
Charged partiles an experiene several types of interations when travers-
ing matter. They are:
 Deetion through elasti sattering with nulei
 Exitation and ionization of a medium
 Cherenkov radiation
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 Transition radiation
 Bremsstrahlung
 Nulear interations
Cherenkov radiation is the emission of a real photon if the veloity of the
partile exeeds the phase veloitiy of light in the medium.
If the phase veloity of light in a ertain medium is larger than the veloity
of light in vauum, emission of Cherenkov radiation is still possible if the
medium ontains disontinuities. This latter eet is referred to as transition
radiation.
Bremsstrahlung is the emission of photons when harged partiles are
aelerated or deellerated. This eet is only interesting for eletrons.
The ross setion of nulear interations is generally small.
Partiles traversing matter will due to the above mentioned interations
only move a ertain length. The length they move is related to the radiation
length X0. If we onsider eletrons with initial energy E0, its mean energy
〈E〉 after having traversed a ertain mass thikness X is
〈E〉 = E0e− X
X0
(2.1)
That means that the mean energy of an eletron beam that traverses a radi-
ation length is redued by a fator e from Bremsstrahlung. Bremsstrahlung
is the emission of photons from eletrons.
In this onnetion, it's also interesting to dene the interation length[29℄,
or mean free path of a proess:
λ(E) =
(∑
i
N0ρω
Ai
· σ
)−1
(2.2)
σ is the ross-setion, N0 is Avogadro's number, Ai is the mass of a mole
of the ith element of the material, ωi is the proportion of mass of the ith
element and ρ is the density of the material.
Among the neutral partiles are the photon, neutrons and neutrinos. The
photons an be deteted through three eets:
1. Photoeletri eet
2. Compton eet
3. Creation of an eletron-positron pair
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The photoeletri eet is the ionization of an atom with the emission of an
eletron. The Compton eet is the eletron-photon sattering. Pair reation
is the reation of an eletron-positron pair in the presene of a nuleus. This
is the dominant eet for energies above 5GeV, and leads to the reation
of eletromagneti asades. Eletrons and positrons from pair reation are
aeted by bremsstrahlung, whih means that they emit photons. These
seondary photons an again reate an eletron-positron pair, leading to a
asade of partiles.
If we onsider photons with an intensity I0 that traverses a material, the
intensity emerging from the layer is
I(X) = I0e
−µx = I0e
−
µ
ρ
(2.3)
Here x is the thikness of the layer. X = ρx is the mass thikness. µ is the
linear absorption oeient. The mass absorption oeient is dened as
µ
ρ
.
For high photon energies, the mass absorption oeient for pair reation is
µ
ρ
= σpN0
A
.
For high photon energies the mass absorption oeient reahes an asymp-
toti value
µ0
ρ
=
7
9
1
X0
(2.4)
where X0 is the rediation length
X0 =
7
9
ρ
µ0
(2.5)
The radiation length is related to the typial length a photon will traverse
matter before it transforms into an eletron-positron pair.
Neutrons are deteted through their strong interation with nulei. Suh
interations ause the reation of harged seondary partiles.
Neutrinos an be only be deteted indiretly through their weak intera-
tion with nulei or eletrons.
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Chapter 3
The Experiment
3.1 CERN
The European Organization for Nulear Researh, CERN, is the largest par-
tile physis laboratory in the world. It was established in 1954 on the border
between Frane and Switzerland, just outside Geneva. CERN urrently has
20 European membership ountries, provides work for approximately 2600
full-time employees, as well as 8000 physiists and engineers from 580 Uni-
versities and researh failities, and representing 80 dierent nationalities.
3.1.1 LHC
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is a hadron storage ring at CERN, that
will provide proton-proton ollisions, as well as heavy ion ollisions using lead
nulei. It was onstruted in the old Large Eletron Positron ollider(LEP)
tunnel and thereby has a irumferene of 27 km, urrently making it the
largest partile aelerator in the world, and is designed to provide the highest
energy partile ollisions urrently available.
The main purpose for the onstrution of the LHC was to searh for
the Higgs boson. Due to the high energies that should be reahed, nding
supersymmetri partiles and signatures of extra dimensions may also be
a possibility. More preise measurements of standard model parameters is
another important feature of the LHC. In addition, heavy ion ollisions will
allow the study of strongly interating matter at an extremely high energy
density and perhaps also the hypothetial quark-gluon plasma.
The design luminosity of LHC in the ontext of partile physis is
1034m−2s−1[18℄, but will start out a luminosity of 1031m−2s−1[18℄. It was
originally planned to ollide bunhes of up to 1011 protons at an energy of
14TeV 40 million times per seond. It has however reently beome lear
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Figure 3.1: Large Hadron Collider and it's attahed experiments[40℄
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Figure 3.2: ATLAS Detetor[31℄
that suh a high energy will be hard to ahieve. The urrent plan is to reah
7TeV in the enter-of-mass system by end of 2009, and 10TeV in 2010[42℄.
The design luminosity for heavy ion ollisions is 1027m−2s−1. These will
reah an energy of 5.5TeV in the enter of mass frame.
There are four detetors onneted to the LHC; two general purpose de-
tetors, one detetor fousing on B physis, and one fousing on nulear
physis. The two general purpose detetors are ATLAS and CMS. LHCb is
fousing on B physis, and Alie is fousing on heavy ion ollisions.
3.2 The ATLAS Detetor
ATLAS (A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS) (see g. 3.2), being one of the gen-
eral purpose detetors onneted with LHC is designed to searh for the
Higgs boson. It will also be investigating CP violations, supersymmtry, ex-
tra dimensions and put more stringent tests and onstraints on the standard
model.
ATLAS onsists of four major omponents, namely the inner traker for
momentum measurments, the alorimeter for measuring energy, the muon
spetrometer for muon identiation and measurment and the magnet sys-
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tem. At design luminosity the detetor system will need to have the abillity
to handle 1 ollision every 25ns[27℄ within |η| < 2.5.
3.2.1 General Outline of the Detetor
All modern general purpose detetors, inluding ATLAS, are onstruted
from a basi idea (see g. 3.3). I.e., they onsists of four main parts:
1. Magnet system
2. Traking detetors
3. Calorimeter
4. Muon spetrometer
The purpose of the magnet system is to bend the trajetory of harged
partiles. Their trajetory in a magneti eld
~B, where ~B is measured in
tesla, then beomes a helix with a radius of urvature R dened by the
relation[27℄
p cosλ = 0.3zBR (3.1)
where p is the partile's momentum in (GeV/), z is the partile's proton
number and λ the pith angle. Knowledge about a partile's trajetory an
thereby give information about a partile's mass and momentum.
The magnet system and its ability to bend the trajetory of harged par-
tiles is used by the traking detetors. This is the innermost part of a
detetor. These detetor parts are used to measure the traks of the harged
partiles passing through. Ideally, the trakers should not aet a parti-
le's trajetories, as the alorimeters does. Trakers annot detet neutral
partiles.
Outside the trakers are the alorimeters. The rst ones being the eletro-
magneti alorimeters, and outside of these, the hadroni alorimeters. These
measure the energy of traversing partiles by ompletely stopping them.
And nally we have the muon spetrometer. The purpose of the muon
spetrometer is to identify muons. Most of the muons pass straight through
the detetor.
3.2.2 Coordinates
ATLAS uses a right handed oordinate system with an x-, a y- and a z-axis.
The x-axis points towards the enter of the LHC ring, the y-axis upwards in
the vertial diretion and the z-axis along the beam diretion[19℄. The origin
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Figure 3.3: Interation of partiles in ATLAS[32℄
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lies at the nominal interation point. Transverse momentum, transverse en-
ergy and missing transverse energy are usually dened in the x− y plane[2℄.
The detetor has two sides: Side-A with positive z and Side-B with negative
z[2℄
There are also other oordinates used in ATLAS. These are dened by
equations 3.2, 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5. η is referred to as pseudorapidity and is related
to the polar angle θ from the beam axis. The rapidity 3.2 is used in the ase
of massive objets, suh as jets[2℄. φ is the azimuthal angle measured around
the beam axis[20℄,[21℄. ∆R is distane in the pseudorapidity-azimuthal angle
spae[2℄.
y = −1
2
ln
(
E + pz
E − pz
)
(3.2)
η = −1
2
ln
(
p+ pz
p− pz
)
= − ln
[
tan
(
θ
2
)]
(3.3)
φ = arctan
(
py
px
)
(3.4)
∆R =
√
∆η2 +∆φ2 (3.5)
Using these oordinates, one an dene the transverse energy as[26℄
E
T
= E sin (θ) (3.6)
3.2.3 Inner Detetor
The inner detetor (ID)[19℄[3℄ onsists of
 pixel detetors
 semionduting trakers (SCT)
 transition radiation trakers (TRT)
The semiondutor trakers are made from silion mirostrips.
The Pixel detetor and the SCT will provide high momentum and vertex
resolution for |η| < 2.5, whih will be needed at the design luminosity. In
the barrel region pixel and SCT have been arranged as onentri ylinders
around the beam. In the end-regions they are plaed on irular disks per-
pendiular to the beam. Silion pixel sensors have been used around the
ollision point(see g. 3.5). The straw tubes of the TRT will make possible
the neessary traking over a larger area(see g. 3.4 and 3.6). Sine the ID
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Figure 3.4: Inner Detetor[33℄
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Figure 3.5: Pixel Detetors[34℄
measures partile momenta from the urvature of the traks, it is immersed
in a 2T magneti eld originating from the entral solenoid.
The pixel detetor has approximately 80.4 million readout hannels.
The SCT is designed suh that eah trak rosses eight strip layers. The
SCT is able to measure both oordinatesR−φ. This is made possible by using
small-angle stereo strips with one set of strips parallell to the beam diretion
in eah layer in the barrel region, and a ombination of strips running radially
and stereo strips at an angle of 40mrad in the end-aps. The SCT has
approximately 6.3 million readout hannels.
The TRT provides approximately 36 hits per trak. This enables trak-
following up to |η| = 2.0. The large number of hits and the longer measured
trak length made possible by the TRT has a signiant ontribution to
momentum measurment preision. The TRT provides R − φ information.
Eah straw has an auray of 130µm. The straws are 144m long in the
barrel region, where they are plaed parallell to the beam axis. Their wires
are divided into two halves at approximately η = 0. In the end-ap regions,
the straws are 37m long. Here they are arranged radially. The TRT has
approximately 351000 readout hannels.
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Figure 3.6: Inner Detetor[35℄
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Figure 3.7: Eletromagneti Calorimeters[36℄
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3.2.4 Eletromagneti Calorimeter
Due to the large energy spetra available at the LHC, the EM alorimeter[20℄[4℄
must be able to identify eletrons and photons with energy ranging from
5GeV to 5TeV. The EM alorimeter should be able to measure the eletron
and photon energies with a linearity better than 0.5%.
The EM alorimeter overs the region |η| < 3.2, but preission measur-
ments are limited to |η| < 2.5.
The EM alorimeter is a lead-LAr detetor and onsists of three parts;
the barrel region (|η| < 1.475) and the two end-aps (1.375 < |η| < 3.2).
Eah part is installed in a ryostat. It is supposed to provide omplete φ
symmetry without azimuthal raks. This is due to its aordion struture.
As seen from g. 3.7), the EM alorimeter onsists of three longitudinal
layers around the beam axis.
The EM alorimeter is more than 22 radiation lengths thik in the barrel
and more than 24 radiation lengths thik in the end-aps. The end-aps have
10 interation lenghts of ative alorimeters. At η = 0 the total thikness
is 11 interation lenghts, inluding 1.3 interation lengths from the outer
support.
3.2.5 Hadroni Calorimeter
The alorimeters are the most important detetors for jet reonstrution.
The hadroni alorimeter[21℄[4℄ onsists of
 A tile alorimeter in the barrel.
 A Liquid Argon (LAr) hadroni end-ap alorimeter (HEC)
 A LAr forward alorimeter (FCal)
The tile alorimeter is a sampling alorimeter onsisting of steel and sin-
tillating tiles as absorber and ative material, respetively. The barrel part of
the tile alorimeter overs the region |η| < 1. In addition, the tile alorime-
ter also has two extended barrels overing 0.8 < |η| < 1.7. At η = 0, the
thikness at the outer edge of the tile-instrumented region is 9.7 interation
lengths.
The hadroni end-ap alorimeter is loated diretly behind the end-ap
parts of the EM alorimeter, and onsists of two independent wheels. The
wheels are made from opper surrounding LAr gaps. The hadroni end-ap
alorimeter and the end-ap EM alorimeter shares LAr ryostats.
The forward alorimeter onsists of three parts. The part losest to the
interation point is made from opper for EM measurements. The other two
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Figure 3.8: Muon Spetrometer[37℄
are made from tungsten for hadroni measurements. The depth of the FCal
is 10 interation lengths. It is integrated into the end-ap ryostats.
The alorimeter system in ATLAS onsists of approximately 200000 in-
dividual ells. The ells has dierent readout tehnologies and eletrode ge-
ometries, as well as dierent sizes. The alorimeter system has an aeptane
region and pseudorapidity |η| < 5 and −π < φ < π
3.2.6 Muon Spetrometer
The muon spetrometer[22℄[5℄ is able to identify muons with momenta above
3GeV, and provides preise measurment of the muon p
T
up to approximately
1TeV. It overs the region |η| < 2.7.
The muon spetrometer onsists of superonduting oils, preision de-
tetors and resistive plate and thin gap hambers (see g. 3.8). The purpose
of the superonduting oils is to provide a toroidal magneti eld that de-
ets muons. The muon spetrometer is instrumented with separate trigger
and high-preision traking hambers.
The detetors mainly onsists of monitored drift tubes, but in the high-
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η region (|η| > 2.0) of the innermost station they are replaed by athode
strip hambers, whih are multiwire proportional hambers with athodes
segmented into strips. There the athode strip hambers provide a rough
1m measurment of φ.
The detetors measuring the magneti eld have a high preision (<
100µm) and are seperated into three stations.
In ertain regions resistive plate and thin gap hambers provide rough
measurments of both η and φ. Eah station measure the magneti eld as
a funtion of the η oordinate. That's the diretion where most of the eld
deetion ours. The stations are plaed far appart.
Exept from regions with support strutures or passages for servies,
muons with high transverse momentum traverse all three stations.
3.2.7 Forward Detetors
There are also three smaller detetor systems in ATLAS. They are all in the
forward regions. These forward detetors[6℄ are
 LUCID (LUminosity measurement using Cherenkov Integrating Dete-
tor)
 ALFA (Absolute Luminosity For ATLAS)
 ZDC (Zero-Degree Calorimeter)
LUCID and ALFA are supposed to determine the luminosity delivered to
ATLAS.
LUCID is plaed at ±17m from the interation point and detets inelasti
proton-proton sattering in the forward diretion.
ALFA is plaed at ±240m from the interation point. It onsists of sin-
tillating bre trakers loated inside Roman pots.
ZDC is important in heavy-ion ollisions and is loated at ±140m from
the interation point. It onsists of layers of alternating quartz rods and
tungsten plates. These will measure neutral partiles at |η| ≥ 8.2
3.2.8 Magnet System
The ATLAS magnet system[7℄ onsists of one solenoid (gure 3.9) and three
toroids. The three toroids have been plaed with one toroid in the barrel
(gure 3.10) and one in eah end-ap (gure 3.11). The entire magneti
system is 22m in diameter and 26m in lenght. It has a stored energy of
1.6GJ.
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Figure 3.9: The ATLAS Solenoid[57℄
Figure 3.10: The ATLAS barrel toroid and hadroni alorimeter[1℄
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Figure 3.11: The ATLAS end-ap toroid being lowered into the avern[30℄
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The entral solenoid whih is aligned with the beam axis extends over a
length of 5.3m and has a diameter of 2.5m. It generates a 2T magneti eld
for the ID. The ux of the solenoid is returned by the steel of the ATLAS
hadroni alorimeter.
The torroids produe a magneti eld of about 0.5T (1T for the muon
detetors) in the entral and end-ap regions, respetively.
3.2.9 Triggers and Data Streams
The rossing rate for bunhes in the LHC will be 40MHz at design luminosity.
This is way above the rate whih is feasible to store and analyse. Therefore
ATLAS has inorporated a trigger and data aquisition system[18℄[8℄ that
will redue the rate of events that will be stored to 200Hz, while keeping
the physially interesting events. This is done by introduing three levels of
triggers. The three levels are
1. Level 1 (L1)
2. Level 2 (L2)
3. Event Filter (EF)
Level 1 is hardware based. Level 2 and Event Filter, olletively known
as High Level Trigger (HLT) are based on software algorithms.
The Level 1 trigger system must redue the 40MHz rossing rate to an
output rate of 75kHz. The purpose of this level is to selet events with
signatures of leptons and jets with high transverse momentum, as well as
events with high missing transverse energy and events with high transverse
energy.
Level 2 triggers should redue the rate further to approximately 2kHz.
The regions where the Level 1 triggers has found events that an be physially
interesting are seeded into the Level 2 trigger system. The purpose of Level
2 triggers are then to redue the neessary amount of data to be olleted
from the detetor output, to avoid loosing physially interesting information.
And nally, the Event lter should redue the rate of events to 200Hz,
whih is to be reorded for oine analysis.
Based on the seletion of triggers, data an be sorted into data streams
aording to area of interest. The suggestion for the initial data streams is
to have four data streams; egamma, jetTauEtmiss, muons and minibias. It
has been deided that the streams should have approximately the same size,
and that the fration of events overlapping in in any two streams should be
less than 10% of the total stream size.
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Chapter 4
Real and Simulated data in
ATLAS
4.1 Data in ATLAS
Data prodution in ATLAS is done in six steps:
1. Basi physis proesses whih ours when two high energy partons
ollide.
2. New partiles reated through deays and fragmentation.
3. Partiles and/or their deay produts interat with the detetor.
4. The detetor response to the interation with partiles is digitalized
and the output is olleted in a bit stream.
5. Reonstrution of basi information, like partile traks and energy
deposits.
6. Reonstrution of high level information, jets, muon identiation, tau
identiation and photon identiation.
Sine we do not per date have any real data, we need other methods of
getting results from the rst three steps. This is done using Monte Carlo
simulation tehniques. The output from the simulations an be olleted
into a bitstream. Suh simulations are also done if we want omplete ontrol
over what goes into the data stream, e.g. if we want to know what kind of
signal to expet from a ertain proess. The last four steps are the same for
both real and simulated data.
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4.2 Simulations
To be able to test urrent theories, one needs to know what kind of sig-
nals are predited by these theories and in what amount. Therefore, data
sets with a known omposition are needed for omparison with real data
and for testing of software and hardware. Suh omparison will also be the
basis for being able to see if what will be observed is in aordane with
what one expets given the urrent theories. These data sets are produed
by Monte Carlo (MC) generators[23℄. The most important general purpose
MC generators are PYTHIA, HERWIG, Sherpa, AerMC, ALPGEN, Mad-
Graph/MadEvent and MCNLO. There are also generators like Charybdis,
CompHEP, TopReX and WINHAC available for more spei tasks.
The interation of the Monte Carlo simulated partiles with the detetor is
handled using GEANT4, whih is a toolkit for the simulation of the passage
of partiles through matter.[50℄ In order to simulate a realisti detetor in
the MC data sets, misalignments were introdued for the inner detetor. And
additional material for the inner detetor and the front of the alorimeters
and distorted magneti elds were also introdued. In addition two dierent
geomtetries have been used in most simulations, namely an as-built geometry
and a distorted geometry. The as-built geometry uses realisti alignment
shifts and distortions of the magneti eld. The distorted geometry is based
on the as-built geometry, but adds extra material.
4.3 PYTHIA
PYTHIA is a Monte Carlo event generator whih is important for hadroni
proesses. The dijet events examined in this thesis were generated using
PYTHIA. PYTHIA was written by Torbjo¨rn Sjo¨strand, Stefan Ask, Rihard
Corke, Stephen Mrenna and Peter Skands. PYTHIA is a program for the
generation of high-energy physis events, i.e. for the desription of ollisions
at high energies between elementary partiles suh as e+, e-, p and pbar
in various ombinations. It ontains theory and models for a number of
physis aspets, inluding hard and soft interations, parton distributions,
initial- and nal-state parton showers, multiple interations, fragmentation
and deay. It is largely based on original researh, but also borrows many
formulae and other knowledge from the literature.[39℄
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4.4 JIMMY
The top events used in this thesis were reated using JIMMY. JIMMY is used
for generating multiple parton sattering events in hadron-hadron, photon-
photon or photon-hadron events[48℄. It was developed by Jon Butterworth,
Je Forshaw, Mike Seymour and Rod Walker, and is a library of routines
supposed to be linked with the HERWIG Monte Carlo event generator.
4.5 ATHENA
Athena is the ATLAS framework[45℄ that inludes the software for event
simulation, event trigger, event reonstrution as well as physis analysis
tools[47℄. It is a derivative of the Gaudi Common Framework Projet, whih
was originally developed for LHCb. The projet is now a shared projet
between ATLAS and LHCb. Today Guadi makes up the kernel of Athena,
and Athena is the sum of that kernel and ATLAS-spei enhanements[44℄.
The framework is omponent-based, allowing great exibility.[43℄ As a frame-
work, Athena is an appliation skeleton where developers an plug in their
ode. It provides most of the ommuniations between omponents, as well
as providing the ommon funtionality.[44℄
4.6 ROOT
The plots in this thesis were made using the ROOT framework. Aording to
the ROOT users guide[41℄, ROOT is an objet-oriented framework aimed at
solving the data analysis hallenges of high-energy physis. It was developed
in the mid 1990's by RenÂe Brun and Fons Rademakers and is based on
the programming language C++. ROOT is able to handle sripts through
CINT, it's C++ interpreter. CINT was developed by Masa Goto.
4.7 Data Formats
To ease analyses, there is a hierarhy of dataformats[47℄ used by the ATLAS
ollaboration.
The most basi format is alled RAW. RAW is the ByteStream format
with approximately 1.6MB/event. Raw data an be proessed into ESDs,
AODs and in the end DPDs.
ESD (Event Summary Data) gives a full output of reonstrution in ob-
jet format. These inlude traks and their hits, Calo Clusters, Calo Cells,
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ombined reonstrution objets, et. In the ESD format, eah event takes
up approximately 1MB.
AOD (Analysis Objet Data) gives a summary of event reonstrution
with physis objets, like eletrons, muons, jets, et. Size per event for the
AOD format is 100kB, although at the start of 2008 it was approximately
the double of that.
ESDs and AODs uses the POOL/ROOT format.
DPDs (Derived Physis Data) are skimmed/slimmed/thinned events in
addition to other useful user data derived fromAODs and onditions data[47℄.
On average these take up 10kB/event.
There is also a database used to quikly selet events in AODs or ESDs,
namely TAG.
Data an also be onverted into ROOT ntuples.
4.8 Cross Setion and Luminosity at LHC
The dierential ross setion per sattering enter is given by[29℄
dσ
dΩ
=
Sattered ux
Inident ux
× Unit of surfae
Unit of solid angle
(4.1)
meaning that the integrated ross setion an be thought of as
σ =
∫
dΩ
dσ
dΩ
=
Probability of interation
Number of partiles per unit of surfae
(4.2)
The unit for ross setion is the barn, 1b = 1028m2
Luminosity in aelerator physis is dened by the relations[27℄
dN
dt
= Lσ (4.3)
and
dσ
dΩ
=
1
L
d2N
dΩdt
(4.4)
Here, L is the luminosity, N is number of interations, t is time, σ is the
total ross setion and Ω is the solid angle. By omparing equations (4.1)
and (4.4) we see that the luminosity is related to the inoming ux.
For a storage ring ollider like the LHC
L = fn
N1N2
A
(4.5)
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where f is frequeny of revolution, n is number of bunhes headed in one
diretion, Ni is number of partiles in bunh i and A is the beam ross
setion.
The ommon unit for luminosity is m
−2
s
−1
.
The design luminosity of LHC is 1034m−2s−1.
4.9 Full Dress Rehearsal
To give an idea of the urrent stage of development and preparedness before
getting real data, Full Dress Rehearsals (FDR)[46℄ have been held. These are
simulations of what one would expet to observe when LHC starts providing
physially interesting ollisions. FDR have had three phases; Phase-0, FDR1
and FDR2.
Phase-0 was held to give an evaluation of dierent data streaming teh-
niques on physis analysis, testing of the bytestream prodution and deod-
ing software. Phase-0 was alled the streaming test, and was held in summer
2007.
The fous of FDR1 was to simulate the full data proessing hain from
the SFO output disk at point-1 through to Tier-2 AOD distribution and
analysis. The simulated luminosity was aording to what was expeted for
the 2008 runs. This took plae at the start of february 2008.
The nal rehearsal, FDR2, took plae in the beginning of june 2008. It
had similar objetives as FDR1, but with higher luminosity and more realisti
samples. For example, simulated noisy towers were added to the data.
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Chapter 5
Jet Reonstrution Algorithms
5.1 Introdution
Preise jet reonstrution[24℄ is an important tool for almost all physis anal-
ysis to be performed with the ATLAS detetor. The following hapters will
dene some of the key terms, ond give an outline of how the jets are being
reonstruted.
5.2 Denition of a Jet
A jet is a number of mainly hadroni partiles passing through the detetor
in a tight one originating from the interation region. These partiles are
a result of the fragmentation of a parton (quark or gluon). For this thesis
we deided to study perturbative proesses, i.e. high energy phenomena. It
was therefore neessary to introdue a threshold on the transverse energy,
and we required the jet to have a transverse energy above 20GeV. This is
due to the jet reonstrution algorithms not beeing good below that energy
threshold[29℄. In this thesis, dijets are of interest. These are events where
the nal state onsists of two jets. The denition of a jet in ATLAS is losely
related to the jet reonstrution algorithms outlined below.
5.3 Jet Reonstrution Algorithms
Currently, there is no general way of reonstruting the nal hadroni state
for all ases of interest. That means that several dierent jet reonstrution
algorithms[24℄ are needed. In ATLAS, one has tried to inlude all relevant
ones. They are the
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 Iterative seeded xed-one jet nder
 Sequential reombination algorithms
 Seeded xed one
 k
T
 Alternative jet nders
 Mid-point
 Optimal jet nder
All these algorithms provide full four-momentum reombination whenever
the onstituents of a jet hange.
5.3.1 Guidelines for Jet Reonstrution
The guidelines below have been partly quoted from the referene [24℄ and are
assumed to be robust and arefully formulated.
Theoretial Guidelines for Jet Reonstrution
The main theoretial guidelines for jet reonstrution are
 Infrared safety: Soft partiles not oming from the fragmentation of a
hard sattered parton should not aet the number of jets produed.
In partiular, the presene or absene of soft partiles between two
partiles belonging to the same jet should not disturb the orret re-
onstrution of the jet.
 Collinear safety: Even though a ertain amount of the transverse mo-
mentum is arried by one partile, the jet should be reonstruted. The
same goes for when a partile is split into two ollinear partiles.
 Order independene: Level of reonstrution (parton-, partile- or de-
tetor level) should be irrelevant for reonstrution of hard sattering
in spei ases.
Experimental Guidelines for Jet Reonstrution
In addition to the theoretial guidelines, experimental guidelines are also
provided aording to the design of the detetor. They are
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 Detetor tehnology independene: Detetor spei signal harater-
isti and detetor ineienies must be alibrated out.
 Detetor resolution: Eets originating from the nite detetor
resolution must be at a minimum.
 Detetor environment: Eletronis noie, signal losses, raks be-
tween detetors and other ontributions from the detetor envi-
ronment must be kept at a minimum.
 Stable signals: The jet reonstrution needs a stable input signal
provided by the detetor signal reonstrution and alibration.
 Environment independene: The jet reonstrution needs to be inde-
pendent of e.g. multiple interations and pile-up, soure of the jet
and underlying event ativity, i.e. the low energy proesses between
the sattered partiles heading into the detetor and the partiles that
ollided.
 Stability: Jet nding and reonstrution should not be disturbed
by hanging underlying event ativity and hanging instantaneous
luminosity, even though the number of multiple interations will
hange.
 Eieny: All physially interesting jets originating from partons
with energy above a ertain threshold must be reonstruted with
high eieny.
 Implementation: The jet algorithm implementation must be fully spe-
ied in that the jet denition must be omplete. The jet denition
onsists of the jet nder and its onguration together with the hoie
of kinemati reombination. One must also inlude all seletions and
the signal hoies whenever they are relevant for the jet in question.
The implementation of the jet reonstrution must be fast and avoid
exessive memory onsumption.
5.3.2 Desription of the Algorithms
The algorithms that has formed the basis for most preditions related to
the performane of the hadroni nal state reonstrution are the Iterative
Seeded Fixed-Cone Jet Finder and the Sequential Reombination Algorithms.
They have been used for almost all pre-ollision studies. Alternative jet
nders for preision analysis of spei nal states are also available.
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Iterative Seeded Fixed-Cone Jet Finder
The idea behind the Iterative Seeded Fixed-Cone Jet Finder is to onstrut
ones with a ertain radius around energetial objets. Objets within the
one are assumed to be part of what will be dened as a jet when the di-
retion of the one is stabilized. In detail what happens is that all input
is ordered in dereasing order of transverse momentum. If the objet with
the highest transverse momentum is above the seed threshold (> 1GeV) a
one is onstruted around it. The one has a xed one radius R
one
. All
objets within the one, i.e. that has ∆R =
√
∆η2 +∆φ2 < R
one
are om-
bined with the seed. A new diretion is alulated from the four-momenta
inside the initial one and a new one is entered around it. Objets are then
ordered aordingly, before the diretion is updated again. This proess on-
tinues until the diretion is stabilized, and the one is onsidered a jet. The
seed is removed from the input list, and the proess then ontinues until no
more seeds are available. As for the one redius, a narrow and a wide one jet
option are available. The narrow one jet option, R
one
= 0.4, is mainly used
for W → jj in tt¯ and supersymmetri events. And the wide one jet option,
R
one
= 0.7, is most often used for inlusive jet ross-setion, Z ′ → jj.
This algorithm is only meaningful to leading order for inlusive jet ross-
setion measurments and nal states like W/Z + 1 jet. The algorithm is not
meaningful at any order for 3-jets nal states, W/Z + 2 jets, and for the
measurment of the dijet invariant mass in 2 jets + X nal states.
The algorithm is not infrared safe. This an, however, be partly xed.
In the Iterative Seeded Fixed-Cone Jet Finder it is possible for jets to share
onstituents. If these shared onstituents arry more than a ertain amount
of the transverse momentum of the less energeti jet, the two jets are merged.
If the shared transverse momentum is less than the mentioned threshold, the
jets are split. In ATLAS this threshold is set to a fator 0.5, i.e., if the
shared onstituents share more than half of the transverse momentum of the
less energeti jet, the jets are merged.
Signal objets ontributing to the one at some iteration may be lost due
to realulations at later iterations.
Sequential Reombination Algorithms
The k
T
algorithm is the default implementation of a sequential reombination
algorithm in ATLAS. Contrary to the xed-one jet nder, no objets are
shared between jets, and the proedure is infrared and ollinear safe. This
algorithm sees all jets as either a jet or a part of a jet. All jets are removed
from the seletion, while the rest is ombined into jets, or into a new part of a
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jet. The basi idea is that objets that are very lose to eah other probably
belongs to the same jet, and therefore will be ombined. To gure out whih
objets are jets, and wih are parts of a jet, the minimum, dmin of all dij and
di is found for objets i and j. di is dened by equation 5.1 and dij is dened
by equation 5.2.
di = p
2
T,i
(5.1)
dij = min(p
2
T,i
, p2
T,j
)
∆R2ij
R2
= min(p2
T,i
, p2
T,j
)
∆η2ij +∆φ
2
ij
R2
, (5.2)
If dmin is a dij, the orresponding i and j are ombined into a new objet
k using four-momentum reombination. i and j are then removed from the
list, while k is added to it. If dmin is a di the objet is onsidered to be a jet
and thereby removed from the list. The above algorithm is repeated until all
objets are removed from the list.
The distane parameter R allows some ontrol on the size of jets. Default
ongurations for the distane parameter R in ATLAS are R = 0.4 and
R = 0.6. R = 0.4 is mostly used for W → jj in tt¯, SUSY, while R = 0.6 is
mostly used for inlusive jet ross-setion, Z ′ → jj.
Alternative Jet Finders
The alternative jet nders available in ATLAS are the mid-point variant of
the xed-one algorithm, and the optimal jet nder. Their performane are
very similar to the default jet nder implementations.
The mid-point algorithm plaes the seeds between two partiles of signif-
iant transverse momentum, rather than just using a single partile p
T
as
seed.
The optimal jet nder introdues a test funtion. By minimizing that
funtion, one is able to alulate a partile's ontribution to a jet. In ases
where one gets busy nal states, e.g. full hadroni top deays in tt¯ prodution,
this might be the preferred algorithm.
5.3.3 Jet reonstrution and the alorimeters
The alorimeters are the most important detetors for jet reonstrution. The
alorimeters onsists of a large number of ells. Without ombining these into
larger groups one will not obtain a meaningful four-momenta when looking
for jets. There are two ways of doing this. Signal towers and topologial ell
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lusters are the two available onepts. We will here only disuss topologial
ell lusters.
The onept of topologial ell lusters is an attempt to reonstrut
3-dimensional strutures representing the showers originating from the in-
dividual partiles entering the alorimeter. The lustering starts with a
seed ell with a signal signiane, Γ, above a ertain threshold, S. I.e.
|Γ| =
∣∣∣∣∣
E
ell
σ
noise,ell
∣∣∣∣∣ > S = 4. All neighbouring ells to the ells fulllling this
riteria are inluded in the luster. If any of these neighbouring ells have
|Γ| > N = 2 their neighbours are also added. Finally a ring of guard ells
with |Γ| > P = 0 is inluded in the luster. The initial lusters are then
analyzed for loal maximums, and split between those maximums if any are
found. Due to larger ell sizes and shower overlap for |η| ≤ 1.5 and the
inrease in shower overlap and larger ell sizes for |η| ≥ 2.5, this algorithm
works best for 1.5 ≤ |η| ≤ 2.5. The inrease in shower overlap in the forward
region is aused by a dereasing linear distane between jet partiles.
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Chapter 6
Results
6.1 Objetive
The purpose of this thesis is to provide a software framework for a high-level
detetor hek with early data. In partiular the program should provide an
estimate of the jet resolution of the ATLAS detetor and ompare several
of suh methods. The program should also be able to spot and loate large
detetor problems, like noisy or non-working detetor modules. At start-up,
LHC will provide a relatively low luminosity. It was therefore deided that
dijets were most useful in the early running period, sine other methods gives
smaller statistis.
6.2 Introdution
It should be noted that, due to delay of the experiments, hange of on-
epts for data streams, and diulties in ahieving stability of the software
framework neessary to run the thesis spei omputer program, the work
sope for the thesis has kept hanging with respet to the original sope. The
initial onept was to run on the Express Stream. However, it was deided
that the Express Stream would not be made generally available, with the
onsequene that the program developed for this thesis needed to run on
any stream of both ESD and AOD format. This required muh additional
work. The nal onept then was a program that ompares several dierent
variables for measuring jet resolution. The program was formulated in a way
that an both be ompiled and run within Athena, or run as a sript within
AthenaROOTAess.
For the analyses we have looked at AODs from FDR2, AODs from Monte
Carlo dijet simulations and Monte Carlo top simulations.
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6.3 The Program
The results in this thesis are based on the output from the program DiJet.
DiJet was written by Kent Olav Skjei and Thomas Burgess. DiJet an be run
both in AthenaROOTAess (ARA) as a sript, and in Athena as a ompiled
program. The program an be run on both AODs and ESDs. The program
looks at dierent variables for estimating jet resolution using dijets and a
reonstrution of the W mass.
The dijet seletion method we have used is to demand at least two jets to
have transverse energy above a ertain transverse energy ut, and that the
osine of the angle between the leading and next to leading jet is less than
-0.92.
We seleted truth jets assumed to belong to the reonstruted jet by
minimizing[25℄
∆R =
√
(∆φ)2 + (∆η)2 (6.1)
A truth jet is a olletion of truth partiles moving inside a jet one. Truth
partiles are partiles with their true energy available from the simulation,
not the reonstruted energy.
To reonstrut the W mass we use tt¯ events with at least one lepton
(eletron or muon) with transverse momentum larger than 20GeV in the η
region −2.5 ≤ η ≤ 2.5, two b jets in the same η region as the leptons, with
transverse momentum above 40GeV, and two non-b-tagged jets with the same
uts as the b tagged ones (see g. 2.4). We also demand at least 20GeV
missing transverse energy. The invariant mass of the W is then alulated
from the formula
mW =
√
E2 − ~p2 (6.2)
not using b-tagged jets, i.e. jets not originating from a b quark.
6.4 Data Sets Used for the Results
For the results in this thesis, we have looked at Monte Carlo dijets, Monte
Carlo top events and FDR2 data.
The Monte Carlo dijets used was 39900 events gathered from the set[49℄
m08.105013.J4_pythia_jetjet.reon.AOD.e344_s479_d150_r642_tid046394.
These are events from 10TeV ollisions, giving J4 QCD dijets with the trans-
verse momentum range 140 − 280GeV. The ross setion for this proess is
3.08 · 105pb.[52℄ This orresponds to an equivalent luminosity of 0.13pb−1.
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The Monte Carlo top events are 26922 events from the set[49℄
m08.105200.T1_MAtNlo_Jimmy.reon.AOD.e357_s462_r579_tid028663.
These are events from 10TeV ollisions, giving top quarks with a mass of
172.5GeV. This proess has a ross setion of 1.07 · 401.60pb.[51℄ This orre-
sponds to an equivalent luminosity of 62.65pb−1.
The FDR2 data onsists of 20000 events olleted from the set[49℄
fdr08_run2.0052280.physis_Jet.merge.AOD.o3_f8_m10. The entire set
onsists of 48471 events, orresponding to 1 hour of running with a luminosity
of 1032m−2s−1. The equivalent luminosity in our analysis was then 0.15 ·
pb
−1
.
We treat FDR2 as semi-real data in order to see how DiJet will work
on real data. This means that we for eah subjet studied, we start out by
looking at the Monte Carlo dijet or top sets. This gives us an idea of what
to expet aording to present knowledge about the detetor and the physis
proesses. This is then ompared with FDR2 data, to see if what we observe
is in aordane with expetations.
6.5 Variables and Plots
We have looked at several variables used for estimating jet resolution. One
of them was the energy fration of reonstruted and truth jet [25℄
E
T,0
E
T,0,T ruth
(6.3)
where E
T,0
is the transverse energy of the highest energy reonstruted jet.
E
T,0,T ruth
is the transverse energy of the highest energy truth jet in Monte
Carlo data. This was the variable used for optimizing the jet resolution in
ATLAS. This variable does not take into aount the outow from the jets,
and it is not aeted by gluon radiation. As suh it an be more or less
onsidered as the resolution of the partiles rather than atual jets.
The seond variable used in the analysis was the energy balane
E
T−pos.−φ
− E
T−neg.−φ
E
T,0
(6.4)
where E
T−pos.−φ
is the transverse energy of the jet in positive φ for dijets.
E
T−neg.−φ
is the transverse energy of the jet in negative φ, and E
T,0
is the
transverse energy of the highest energy jet. A similar variable was used by
CMS[38℄.
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While working with the energy balane, something indiating a detetor
asymmetry in phi was disovered. As (6.4) is expliitly dependent on phi, the
energy balane was not suitable for studying the jet resolution as a funtion
in φ. Instead we also started looking at a ombined plot of the variable[29℄
E
T,0
E
T,1
(6.5)
and
E
T,1
E
T,0
(6.6)
where E
T,1
is the transverse energy of the next to leading jet in dijet events.
This will be referred to as the energy fration between leading jets.
In an ideal situation one would have E
T,0
= E
T,1
. In the real world this
is not the ase. There are several things aeting this:
 Statistial nature of fragmentation
 Gluon emission from the nal state
 Jet denitions
 Hadron energy resolution
 Problems with the detetor
 Underlying event
Monte Carlo simulations whih takes into aount the preditions of QCD,
should be able to give the expteted results given fragmentation, gluon emis-
sion and jet denition. So deviations from these expeted results should be
able to provide information on the jet resolution and major problems with
the detetor.
The last variable we looked at for estimating the jet resolution was the
W mass resolution. We here expeted to nd
∆E
T,jet
E
T,jet
≈ ∆mW
mW
(6.7)
This distribution was normed by dividing the reonstruted W mass by 80.4,
whih is the W mass given by the Partile Data Group [27℄.
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In addition we looked at resolution of missing transverse energy and the
denition of missing transverse energy with the variables
E
T,missing
n∑
i=0
E
T,i
(6.8)
where E
T,missing
is the missing transverse energy of the event, and
n∑
i=0
E
T,i
is the sum of all visible transverse energy in the event, and
n∑
i=0
~p
T,i
n∑
i=0
E
T,i
(6.9)
where
n∑
i=0
~p
T,i
is the sum over transverse momentum of jets in the event.
The latter will be referred to as resolution of vetorial sum over momenta.
Naively, one might expet E
T,missing
≈
n∑
i=0
~p
T,i
. However, as we shall see, this
is not orret, as the vetorial sum over momenta does not take into aount
the outow of partiles from the jet ones, and the presene of muons.
In addition to ploting all the above mentioned plots, we also looked at the
proles of both the variable and the root mean square (RMS) of the variable
in η and φ.
Sine all of the above mentioned distributions are ontinous and should
be lustered around a mean, the Gaussian distribution has been used for the
ts. Of ourse, this is not neessarily theoretially orret, sine (6.4) is the
only distribution one would expet to be symmetri. This is due to the fat
that for the other variables we plot
n
m
, where n ≤ m is in the interval [0, 1],
meaning that the distribution has a lower bound at 0. For the interval [1,∞]
that is not the ase. In that interval there is no lear upper bound, and the
distributions should be broader in that interval. However, we still feel that
the Gaussian is justied for the entral part of the distribution, around the
mean. All mean values and width of distributions quoted in this text omes
from the Gaussian ts. They an be read o the two bottom values on the
plots.
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Figure 6.1: Cosine to the angle between leading and next to leading jet in
the transverse plane in Monte Carlo dijet events with cos (α) < −0.92
6.6 Cut for Bak-To-Bak Jets in Dijet Sele-
tion
In gures 6.1 and 6.2 the osine of the angle between the two most energeti
jets in Monte Carlo dijet events have been plotted. We see that a very strit
angle ut will give low statistis. As high statistis is a neessity for the use
of the dijet-based methods studied in this thesis for use on early data, we
ould not aord a ut too strit. We therefore deided to all jets whih
angle fullls cos (α) < −0.92 in the transverse plane bak-to-bak dijets.
We made a ut in the transverse plane sine the osine distributions
have a long tale when we take the z-diretion into aount (g. 6.3). This is
beause the ollisions happen between partons, and we therefore don't expet
the interations to happen in the enter of mass system.
6.7 Good η and φ regions
First we looked at was the distribution of (6.4) in Monte Carlo dijet data.
Starting out we had introdued a 20GeV ut on transverse energy to let a jet
be part of a dijet event. This beause jet reonstrution algorithms are not
reliable for transverse energies less than 20GeV[29℄. As an be seen in g.
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Figure 6.2: Cosine to the angle between leading and next to leading jet in
the transverse plane in Monte Carlo dijet events with cos (α) < −0.92
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Figure 6.3: Cosine to the angle between leading and next to leading jet in
Monte Carlo dijet events with cos (α) < −0.92
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Figure 6.4: Energy balane from Monte Carlo dijets (6.4) with a 20GeV E
T
ut
6.4 this gave a rather broad distribution. Therefore we introdued a 100GeV
ut on transverse energy for the next to leading jet instead. This gave a more
narrow distribution (g. 6.5). Then we looked at the RMS distribution of
(6.4) in η and φ to look for any large deviations due to low statistis or bad
detetor parts. As suspteted, there is a derease in events for large |η| (g.
6.6). This leads to an apparent derease in RMS, but we suspet that the
error of RMS inreases (g. 6.7). Based on this information we made the
deision to look at the region −3 ≤ η ≤ 3. As suspeted nothing similar was
observed in φ (g. 6.8). The peak in g. 6.8 is due to the bin being lled
twie. The value of the RMS omes from looking at half of the distribution.
This is due to the onstrution of the variable.
6.8 Asymmetry in φ
By looking at the energy balane with a 100GeV ut on E
T
for Monte Carlo
dijets (g. 6.9), one observes that there is an approximate (0.7± 0.2) · 10−2
deviation from the expeted mean of 0.
This led to the prodution of several other plots to investigate the matter.
A simple ounting of leading jets for positive and negative φ (g. 6.10),
respetively, shows expliitly that there seems to be more leading jets in
positive φ. Counting, one nds 16120 leading jets in positive φ and 15236
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Figure 6.5: Energy balane from Monte Carlo dijets (6.4) with a 100GeV E
T
ut
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Figure 6.6: Distribution of leading jets in eta from Monte Carlo dijets
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Figure 6.7: RMS prole of distribution energy balane in g. 6.5 in η from
Monte Carlo dijets
leading jets in negative φ. This gives the relative dierene
Npos.φ−Nneg.φ
Ntot
±
√
Npos.φ +Nneg.φ
Ntot
= 0.028± 0.006 (6.10)
It is interesting to note that there is a related struture in the prole
plot of the missing energy resolution for Monte Carlo dijets (g. 6.11). This
distribution shows that there is more missing transverse energy in negative
φ, whih indiates a higher number of leading jets in positive φ.
Comparing g. 6.11 with g. 6.12 we see that the struture is smaller
for the resolution of vetorial sum over momenta. So it seems that partiles
whih are left out of the jet denition are inreasing the phi asymmetry.
Looking at the plot of distribution of leading jets in φ (g. 6.13), we
observe something similar to a hole in the detetor just below φ = −1. But
even if this hole wasn't there it visually looks like there are more leading
jets in positive φ.
What was observed in g. 6.13 an also be seen in the prole plot of the
energy fration of reonstruted and truth jet (g. 6.14) So again it seems
as if the energy sale is too high for positive φ.
Now we an ompare with the results for Monte Carlo top events and
FDR2 data. In Monte Carlo top events (g. 6.15) we atually see the opposite
of what we see for Monte Carlo dijets. We nd 3737 of leading jets in positive
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Figure 6.8: RMS prole of distribution of energy balane in g. 6.5 in φ
from Monte Carlo dijets. The peak in this gure is due to the bin being lled
twie. The value of the RMS omes from looking at half of the distribution.
This is due to the onstrution of the variable.
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Figure 6.9: Energy balane from Monte Carlo dijets (6.4) with a 100GeV E
T
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Figure 6.10: Counting number of leading jets in positive (1) and negative
(-1) φ for Monte Carlo dijets
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Figure 6.11: Prole of the missing energy resolution in φ, with a 100GeV ut
on E
T
for Monte Carlo dijets
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Figure 6.12: Prole of the resolution of vetorial sum over momenta in φ,
with a 100GeV ut on E
T
for Monte Carlo dijets
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Figure 6.13: Distribution of leading jets in φ for Monte Carlo dijets
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Figure 6.14: Prole of the energy fration of reonstruted and truth jet with
a 100GeV ut on transverse energy for Monte Carlo dijets
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Figure 6.15: Counting number of leading jets in positive (1) and negative
(-1) φ for Monte Carlo top events
φ and 3917 leading jets in negative φ. This gives a relative dierene −0.02±
0.01. There it seems as if there are most leading jets in negative φ. However,
here the statistis are lower, and the dierene is smaller, inreasing the
inuene of statistial errors.
Finally, in FDR2 data, we observe the same as for Monte Carlo dijets
(g. 6.16).
There are 79769 leading jets in positive φ and 77147 leading jets in neg-
ative φ. This gives the relative dierene 0.017 ± 0.003. So again it seems
there is a asymmetry in phi. So the dierene is smaller than for Monte
Carlo dijets. FDR2 data ontain, as we shall see later, mostly events that
would be onsidered dijets by the program developed in onnetion with this
thesis. One might speulate that the energy sale is higher in positive φ for
dijets, and lower for other Monte Carlo simulations, as seen for top events.
That ould explain the smearing out of the relative dierene observed in
FDR2 data(0.017± 0.003 for FDR2 ompared with 0.028± 0.006 for Monte
Carlo dijets) when several Monte Carlo simulations are put together.
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Figure 6.16: Counting number of leading jets in positive (1) and negative
(-1) φ for FDR2 data
6.9 Jet Resolution Estimates
6.9.1 η Dependene of Transverse Energy
By looking at the prole plot of the energy fration of reonstruted and
truth jet for Monte Carlo dijets (g. 6.17), we see that the energy sale
appears to have a ertain dependene on η. As this plot does not take into
aount the outow of partiles from the jet one, or gluon radiation, the η
dependene might be stronger than what is seen in g. 6.17.
The same eet ould be the reason for the double peak in g. 6.4. This
ould also be the reason why there is an unexpeted at peak in g. 6.18 and
6.19. Although the at peak might also be a onsequene of nal state gluon
radiation not rejeted by our bak-to-bak ut[38℄. The last three examples
though, ould be onsequenes of the possible φ asymmetry disussed in the
previous setion.
Now, if we look at the RMS distribution in η for the energy fration
of reonstruted and truth jet (g. 6.20), we see that the resolution gets
worse in the region where the preission measurments of the eletromagneti
alorimeter are less aurate (ref. Chapter 3.2.4).
The struture observed for the RMS distribution in η for the energy fra-
tion of reonstruted and truth jet (g. 6.20) an also be seen for the RMS
distribution in η for the reonstrution of the W mass (g. 6.21).
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Figure 6.17: Prole plot of the energy fration of reonstruted and truth jet
in eta, with a 100GeV ut on transverse energy, from Monte Carlo dijets
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Figure 6.18: Plot of the energy fration of reonstruted and truth jet with
a 100GeV ut on transverse energy, from Monte Carlo dijets
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Figure 6.19: Plot of energy fration of leading jets with a 100GeV ut on
transverse energy, from Monte Carlo dijets
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Figure 6.20: RMS prole in η for the energy fration of reonstruted and
truth jet with a 100GeV ut on transverse energy, from Monte Carlo dijets
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Figure 6.21: RMS prole in η for the reonstruted W mass divided by 80.4,
from Monte Carlo top events
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Figure 6.22: Plot of the missing energy resolution, with a 100GeV ut on
transverse energy, from Monte Carlo dijets
6.9.2 Jet Resolution Estimates From Dijets
First we look at the missing transverse energy resolution plotted aording to
variable (6.8) (g. 6.22). These results are from dijets produed from Monte
Carlo simulation and ontains very little real missing transverse energy.This
beause one needs neutrinos to get real missing transverse energy, unless one
is dealing with SUSY partiles, whih is not the ase here. And neutrinos
are only present in events dealing with b and c jets. Yet the mean is at
approximately 0.02, and not 0. So we seem to loose approximately 2% of
visible transverse energy, probably due to reonstrution. In other words, we
reate 2% missing transverse energy from visible transverse energy.
Looking at the prole plot in g. 6.22, we see that the amount of missing
transverse energy inreases at high η, as expeted.
Comparing this with the resolution of vetorial sum over momenta (g.
6.24), we observe that the vetorial sum over jet momenta gives approx-
imately 1% more missing transverse energy. This is beause the missing
energy resolution takes into aount partiles that are left out from the jet
denition. Those partiles are not inluded in the resolution of vetorial sum
over momenta.
Now, if we look at the energy balane for Monte Carlo dijets, with a
100GeV transverse energy ut on both leading and next to leading jet, (g.
6.9) with a Gaussian t, we obtain a width of approximately 0.200± 0.002.
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Figure 6.23: Prole plot of the missing energy resolution, with a 100GeV ut
on transverse energy, from Monte Carlo dijets
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Figure 6.24: Plot of the resolution of vetorial sum over momenta with a
100GeV ut on transverse energy, from Monte Carlo dijets
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Figure 6.25: Plot of the energy fration of leading jets with a 100GeV ut on
transverse energy, from Monte Carlo top events
The width of the energy fration of leading jets for the same dataset,
and a 100GeV E
T
ut on the leading jet is approximately 0.185 ± 0.002.
So the energy balane and the energy fration between leading and next to
leading jet gives essentially the same result and an be onsidered as the
same variable.
Comparing these results with the orresponding results for the energy
fration of reonstruted and truth jet (g. 6.18) (σ = 0.0548± 0.0007), we
see that there is a dierene by a fator of 4. This is assumed to be due to
the energy fration of reonstruted and truth jet not beeing aeted by the
outow of partiles from the jet one, or by gluon radiation, both of whih
aets the energy fration of leading jets. I.e., the jet denition together with
radiation of partons leads to a dierene between the variables. That means
that variable energy fration of reonstruted and truth jet, that was used
for optimiziation of jet reonstrution, perhaps should rather be onsidered
a resolution for transverse energy of hadroni partiles in the jet, and less a
jet resolution.
Looking at the energy fration of leading jets for Monte Carlo top events
(g. 6.25), we see that the width is muh larger (σ = 0.31 ± 0.03 for top,
ompared to σ = 0.185± 0.002 for dijets).
This is as expeted, sine the jets we are looking at is not neessarily dijet
events, and therefore an not be expeted to have opposite momenta in the
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Figure 6.26: Plot of the missing energy resolution, with a 100GeV ut on
transverse energy, from Monte Carlo top events
transverse plane. One way of xing this is to take a loser look at the dijet
event seletion used in this thesis.
As expeted, there is a width dierene when omparing dijet variables
for Monte Carlo dijets and Monte Carlo top events. This is beause there are
no dijets in top events. Top events an deay into W 's and b quarks, both of
whih an deay into neutrinos. The presene of neutrinos means that jets
an be bak-to-bak, without atually being dijets, i.e. they are not expeted
to have the same transverse energy. The neutrinos show up in the plots of
the missing energy resolution (g. 6.26) and the resolution for vetorial sum
over momenta (g. 6.27).
Here we see that there is more missing transverse energy in top events
than in dijet events (mean is shifted by approximately 0.05 (ompare with
g. 6.22)). This is due to the neutrinos from W deays
Looking at the energy fration of leading jets for FDR2 data, whih
ontains mostly dijets, we still get a broader distribution than for dijets
(σ = 0.214± 0.003 for FDR2 and σ = 0.185± 0.002 for dijets) (see g. 6.28
and 6.19).
This result supports the review of the dijet denition used in this thesis
before looking at real data.
Missing transverse energy in FDR2 is similar to the result for Monte Carlo
dijets (g. 6.26 and 6.22). This is as expeted sine there should not be muh
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Figure 6.27: Plot of the resolution of vetorial sum over momenta with a
100GeV ut on transverse energy, from Monte Carlo top events
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Figure 6.28: Plot of energy fration of two leading jets with a 100GeV ut
on transverse energy, from FDR2 data
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Figure 6.29: Plot of the missing energy resolution, with a 100GeV ut on
transverse energy, from FDR2 data
real missing transverse energy in the events put into FDR2 data.
6.9.3 W Mass Resolution and Jet Resolution
In the following, the W mass is alulated from the two non b-tagged jets
that gives a mass losest to the W mass.
In the approximation that jets are massless partiles, we an nd a rela-
tion between the Wmass resolution and the jet transverse energy resolution[29℄.
For deays to massless partiles 1, 2, we have
MW =
√
(E1 + E2)2 − (~p1 + ~p2)2 =
√
2E1E2(1− cos θ12) (6.11)
where θ12 is the angle between the partiles.
Thus, negleting cos θ12 and assume
∆E1
E1
=
∆E2
E2
=
∆E
E
(6.12)
we have
∆MW
MW
=
∆E
E
=
∆E
T
E
T
(6.13)
whih should be valid for small |η|.
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Figure 6.30: Plot of the energy fration of reonstruted and truth jet with
a 100GeV ut on transverse energy, from Monte Carlo top events
However, the angle for jets (the angle cos θ12 resolution) annot be ne-
gleted. And besides, the jets will have mass due to fragmentation eets.
Thus, the formula for jets is
MW =
√
m21 +m
2
2 + 2E1E2 − 2|~p1||~p2| cos θ12 (6.14)
So then the jet mass resolution enters into the formula as well.
If we look at the energy fration of reonstruted and truth jet for top
events, we see that the mean is 1.016 ± 0.002 (g. 6.30). That means that
the jet energy sale is alibrated too high, and we thereby get too high a W
mass. Sine we reonstrut the W mass from two jets, we expet that the
reonstruted W mass divided by 80.4GeV should have a mean at 1.03.
If we look at the plot of the reonstruted W mass divided by 80.4GeV,
we see that the mean is at 1.06± 0.03.
What we observe is that the width is σ = 0.40± 0.06 for W mass distri-
bution from Monte Carlo top events (g. 6.31) and σ = 0.185 ± 0.002 for
the energy fration of leading jets in Monte Carlo dijet events (g. 6.19).
I.e., the width for the W mass distribution from top events is approximately
twie of the width for the energy fration of leading jets in dijet events.
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Figure 6.31: Plot of reonstruted W mass divided by 80.4GeV, from Monte
Carlo top events
6.10 Conlusion
Based on the plot of the energy balane for Monte Carlo dijets, it was de-
ided to introdue a 100GeV ut on the transverse energy for relevant jets in
onnetion with the dijet-based variables. The resulting prole of the energy
balane suggested that we should only look at the region −3 ≤ η ≤ 3. This
study seemed to suggest some kind of φ asymmetry, whih was supported
by several other plots. Currently the reason for this is unknown, but one
an speulate if it might be due to statistis, although it seems unlikely,
some feature of the Monte Carlo generators or an atual asymmetry in the
detetor.
We reonstruted the W mass and found that it's width is approximately
twie the width of the energy fration between the two leading jets. The
jet estimation methods we have studied gives jet resolution estimates of the
same order as the mass resolution for W .
However, these methods are not the same as the method used for jet
reonstrution optimization (variable (6.3)). There we found a dierene of
a fator 4. That is beause the fration between reonstruted and truth jet
is rather an estimate of the resolution of jet partiles, not jets.
The jet reonstrution algorithms is reating some false missing transverse
energy.
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It is also apparent that missing transverse energy in ATLAS is not just
the vetor sum over jet momenta.
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Chapter 7
Summary and Conlusions
A short overview of the standard model of partile physis was given, then an
introdution to CERN, LHC and one of the experiments assoiated with it,
ATLAS. The thesis then disusses data formats and simulations, and further
gives an introdution to jet reonstrution algorithms.
To obtain the results presented in the nal hapter, the program DiJet
was written by Kent Olav Skjei and Thomas Burgess. DiJet studies several
variables for dijets (energy balane, energy fration, fration of reonstruted
jet energy divided by the energy of the truth jet), it reonstrut the W mass,
it looks at missing transverse energy and vetor sum over jet momenta and
distribution of jets.
Due to low statistis, we deided to ut out the regions |η| ≥ 3.
We found an asymmetry in φ that showed up in both the variables used for
jet resolution estimates, in the jet distributions and when studying missing
transverse energy. For Monte Carlo dijets and FDR2, there were most leading
jets in positive φ. For Monte Carlo top events the situation was the opposite.
There we found most leading jets in negative φ.
We have seen that the energy sale has a dependeny on η.
We used Gaussian ts to estimate the widths and means of the distribu-
tions in this thesis
We have seen that the jet reonstrution algorithms reates a ertain
amount of false missing transverse energy (approximately 2%). When om-
paring this with the vetor sum over jet momenta, it beame apparent that
the onept of missing transverse energy in the data sets ontain more infor-
mation than just the sum of jet momenta.
The energy fration of reonstruted and truth jet gave a width of σ =
0.0548± 0.0007 for Monte Carlo dijets. This is a fator of about 4 less than
the results for the energy fration between the two leading jets in Monte
Carlo dijets. The latter having a width of σ = 0.185± 0.002. So the energy
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fration of reonstruted and truth jet is an estimation of the resolution of
jet partiles, while the energy fration between the two leading jets seem to
be more suitable for estimating the jet resolution.
When omparing the results for Monte Carlo dijets with the W mass
distribution from Monte Carlo top events with a width of σ = 0.40 ± 0.06,
we see that the width of the latter is about twie the width of the rst.
Comparing the width of the energy fration of the two leading jets for
Monte Carlo dijets (σ = 0.185± 0.002) and FDR2 (σ = 0.236± 0.006), we
see that the latter is too wide, meaning that our dijet seletion algorithm
should be reviewed before applied to real data.
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Chapter 8
Appendix 1: DiJet
Doumentation
DiJet Referene Manual
DiJet-00-00-01
Generated by Doxygen 1.3.9.1
Sat Sep 26 19:46:14 2009
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8.1 DiJet
Author:
Kent Olav Skjei <kent.skjei-at-gmail-om>
Thomas Burgess <tburgess-at-ern-h>
8.1.1 Introdution
DiJet is a dual use ARA and Athena tool - to use in ARA try share/DiJet_-
root.C and to use in Athena try share/DiJet_topOptions.py
DiJetAraTool(p. 80) ontains the main ode and doumentation for this
projet.
pakage DiJet
author Thomas Burgess <tburgess-at-ern-h>
use AtlasPoliy AtlasPoliy-*
use GaudiInterfae GaudiInterfae-* External
use AraTool AraTool-* PhysisAnalysis
use JetEvent JetEvent-* Reonstrution/Jet
use egammaEvent egammaEvent-* Reonstrution/egamma
use MissingETEvent MissingETEvent-* Reonstrution
use muonEvent muonEvent-* Reonstrution/MuonIdentifiation
library DiJet *.xx -s=omponents *.xx
apply_pattern omponent_library
apply_pattern dual_use_library files=*.xx
apply_pattern delare_python_modules files="*.py"
private
use AtlasReflex AtlasReflex-* External -no_auto_imports
apply_pattern lgdit dit=DiJet seletionfile=seletion.xml headerfiles=
"..\/DiJet/DiJetDit.h"
end_private
8.2 DiJet Diretory Doumentation
8.2.1 /afs/ern.h/user/t/tburgess/srath0/testarea_-
14.5.2/DiJet/sr/omponents/ Diretory Referene
Files
 le DiJet_entries.xx
DiJet pakade entries delaration.
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 le DiJet_load.xx
DiJet pakade load le.
8.2.2 /afs/ern.h/user/t/tburgess/srath0/testarea_-
14.5.2/DiJet/DiJet/ Diretory Referene
Files
 le DiJetAraTool.h
Denition of DiJet Athena Root Aess Tool.
 le DiJetAraToolAlg.h
Implementation of ATHENA Algorithm for DiJet Athena Root Aess
Tool.
 le DiJetAraToolWrapper.h
Denition of wrapper for DiJetAraTool(p. 80).
 le DiJetDit.h
DiJet pakade ditionary le.
8.2.3 /afs/ern.h/user/t/tburgess/srath0/testarea_-
14.5.2/DiJet/share/ Diretory Referene
Files
 le DiJet_topOptions.py
 le init_root.py
8.2.4 /afs/ern.h/user/t/tburgess/srath0/testarea_-
14.5.2/DiJet/sr/ Diretory Referene
Diretories
 diretoryomponents
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Files
 le DiJetAraTool.xx
Implementation of DiJet Athena Root Aess Tool.
 le DiJetAraToolAlg.xx
Denition of ATHENA Algorithm for DiJet Athena Root Aess Tool.
 le DiJetAraToolWrapper.xx
Implementation of wrapper for DiJetAraTool(p. 80).
8.3 DiJet Class Doumentation
8.3.1 DiJetAraTool Class Referene
DiJet Athena Root Aess tool.
#inlude <DiJetAraTool.h>
Publi Member Funtions
 DiJetAraTool (PropertyMgr ∗pmgr=0)
Construtor.
 virtual ∼DiJetAraTool ()
Virtual destrutor.
 virtual StatusCode initialize ()
Initialize.
 virtual StatusCode nalize ()
Finalize.
 void bookHistograms ()
Book histograms, all before event loop.
 void updateColletions (onst JetColletion ∗jets, onst JetColletion
∗truthJets, onst EletronContainer ∗eletrons, onst Analysis::Muon-
Container ∗muons, onst MissingET ∗missingET)
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Set the olletion used in mainLoop.
 StatusCode eahEvent ()
Main funtion, all inside event loop.
 StatusCode araEventLoop (TTree ∗tree)
Event loop if running in ARA mode.
SetFuntions {
Set funtions for options (used for ARA)
 void setHistoFile (std::string histoFile)
Set output histogram le name.
 void setDoDiJetCut (bool doDiJetCut)
Set ag for doing diJetCuts.
 void setCosAlfaCut (bool osAlfaCut)
Set ut to dene bak to bak jets in os alfa.
 void setEtaJetCutLow (double etaJetCutUpLow)
Set eta leading jet ut low value.
 void setEtaJetCutUp (double etaJetCutUp)
Set eta leading jet ut upper value.
 void setPhiJetCutLow (double phiJetCutLow)
Set phi leading jet ut lower value.
 void setPhiJetCutUp (double phiJetCutUp)
Set phi leading jet ut upper value.
 void setSaleEtaPhiRange (bool ag)
Set if histogram sale should hange with eta phi range.
 void setEtaRangeLow (double etaRangeLow)
Set leading jet eta lower range value.
 void setEtaRangeUp (double etaRangeUp)
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Set leading jet eta upper range value.
 void setPhiRangeLow (double phiRangeLow)
Set leading jet phi lower range value.
 void setPhiRangeUp (double phiRangeUp)
Set leading jet phi upper range value.
 void setCut_et0DivTruthLo (double ut_et0DivTruthLo)
Set leading jet et by truth et ut value.
 void setCut_et0DivTruthHi (double ut_et0DivTruthHi)
Set leading jet et by truth et ut value.
 void setCut_et1DivEt2 (double ut_et1DivEt2)
Set leading jet by next to leading jet ratio ut value.
 void setCut_sumPtDivEt (double ut_sumPtDivEt)
Set P_t / E_t ut value.
 void setCut_metDivSumEt (double ut_metDivSumEt)
Set E_t
∧
miss / E_t ut value.
 void setCut_wNorm (double ut_wNorm)
Set fration of W Mass ut value.
Private Member Funtions
 void book2DHistos (TH2 ∗&eta, TH2 ∗&phi, TH2 ∗&etaut, TH2
∗&phiut, std::string name, std::string title, std::string xaxis, double
ylow, double yup, double etalow, double etaup, double philow, double
phiup)
Book a set of 2d histograms (helper for bookhistograms).
 TH1 ∗ makeRmsProle (TH2 ∗h, TProle ∗&profx) onst
Helper funtion to make RMS prole from 2d histogram.
 void write2DHistogram (TFile ∗f, TH2 ∗h_eta, TH2 ∗h_phi) onst
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Helper funtion to write 2D histograms.
 void writeHistograms () onst
Write histogram le.
 void llCosAlfaPlots ()
Fill os alfa plots.
 template<lass T> onst T ∗ getEventObjet (std::string name, TTree
∗tree, Long64_t ievent) onst
Get a objet from branh in tree for an event.
 bool hekIfDiJetEvent () onst
Chek if Jet olletion is valid DiJet.
 double alDeltaR (double phi1, double phi2, double eta1, double
eta2) onst
Calulate delta R.
 void llLeadinJetsEtEtaPhiPxyz ()
Fill et eta,phi and Px,y,z of leading and next to leading jet.
 int ountGoodEletrons () onst
Count number of good eletrons in ontainer.
 int ountGoodMuons () onst
Count number of good muons in ontainer.
 void ountGoodJets (int &pjet_good_N, int &bjet_good_N) onst
Count number of good jets in ontainer.
 void alWMass ()
Calulate WMass and ll W histograms.
 void llHighestEnergySymmetry ()
Fill highest energysymmetry.
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 void llEnergyDiereneBasis (TH2 ∗ediEta, TH2 ∗ediPhi, TH2
∗et1DivEt2Eta, TH2 ∗et1DivEt2Phi) onst
Fill energy dierene (used for both _ut and normal histos).
 void llEnergyDierene () onst
Fill energy dierene.
 void llEtDivEtTruth ()
Fill et0 of reonstruted jet divided by et0 of truth jet.
 void llNumberDistribution () onst
Fill number distribution plots.
Private Attributes
 bool m_booked
True if histograms are booked (to avoid seg faults for 0 histograms).
 TObjString ∗ m_leInfo
String with event id:s.
 unsigned int m_nEvt
Number of total event.
 unsigned int m_nDiJetEvt
Number of events that passes di jet ut.
 unsigned int m_nEtaPhiEvt
Number of events that passes eta phi range ut.
AthenaColletions
Containers with all neessary per event data
 onst JetColletion ∗ m_jets
Jets.
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 onst JetColletion ∗ m_truthJets
Truth Jets.
 onst EletronContainer ∗ m_eletrons
Eletrons.
 onst Analysis::MuonContainer ∗ m_muons
Muons.
 onst MissingET ∗ m_missingET
Missing ET.
JetInfo
Information on jets in the events
 double m_et0
et of leading jet
 double m_eta0
eta of leading jet
 double m_phi0
phi of leading jet
 double m_px0
Px of leading jet.
 double m_py0
Py of leading jet.
 double m_pz0
Pz of leading jet.
 double m_et1
et of next to leading jet
 double m_eta1
eta of next to leading jet
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 double m_phi1
phi of next to leading jet
 double m_px1
Px of next to leading jet.
 double m_py1
Py of next to leading jet.
 double m_pz1
Pz of next to leading jet.
 double m_nrJets
Number of jets above m_jetCut in the event.
Options
 std::string m_histoFile
File name of histogram output le (option).
 bool m_doDiJetCut
True if we should do diJet ut (option).
 double m_ut_osAlfa
Cut on the angle between jets, default (-0.92).
 double m_etaJetCutLow
Lower ut on eta.
 double m_etaJetCutUp
Upper ut on eta.
 double m_phiJetCutLow
Lower ut on phi.
 double m_phiJetCutUp
Upper ut on phi.
 bool m_saleEtaPhiRange
True if saling histo range with eta phi range.
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 double m_etaRangeLow
Lower ut on eta range.
 double m_etaRangeUp
Upper ut on eta range.
 double m_phiRangeLow
Lower ut on phi range.
 double m_phiRangeUp
Upper ut on phi range.
 double m_jetCut
For denition of jet.
 double m_energyCut
To look at high energy jets.
 unsigned int m_nbins
Number of bins.
 double m_ut_et0DivTruthLo
Et0 over Et Truth ut (0).
 double m_ut_et0DivTruthHi
Et0 over Et Truth ut (0).
 double m_ut_et1DivEt2
Et1 / Et2 ut (0).
 double m_ut_sumPtDivEt
Momentum sum / E_t sum ut (0).
 double m_ut_metDivSumEt
Missing et / sum et ut (0).
 double m_ut_wNorm
W normalized mass ut (0).
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energydierene
Normalized energy dierene
 TH2 ∗ m_energydierene_eta
 TH2 ∗ m_energydierene_phi
 TH2 ∗ m_energydierene_ut_eta
 TH2 ∗ m_energydierene_ut_phi
et1DivEt2
Fration of energy of highest energy jet to energy of next to highest energy
jet & fration of energy of next to highest energy jet to energy of highest
energy jet
 TH2 ∗ m_et1DivEt2_eta
 TH2 ∗ m_et1DivEt2_phi
 TH2 ∗ m_et1DivEt2_ut_eta
 TH2 ∗ m_et1DivEt2_ut_phi
et0DivEtTruth
ET of reonstruted jet divided by truth jet
 TH2 ∗ m_et0DivEtTruth_eta
 TH2 ∗ m_et0DivEtTruth_phi
 TH2 ∗ m_et0DivEtTruth_ut_eta
 TH2 ∗ m_et0DivEtTruth_ut_phi
metDivSumet
MET of event divided by total ET of event, with uts
 TH2 ∗ m_metDivSumet_eta
 TH2 ∗ m_metDivSumet_phi
 TH2 ∗ m_metDivSumet_ut_eta
 TH2 ∗ m_metDivSumet_ut_phi
sumpDivSumet
Vetorial sum over momentum divided by total ET
 TH2 ∗ m_sumpDivSumet_eta
 TH2 ∗ m_sumpDivSumet_phi
 TH2 ∗ m_sumpDivSumet_ut_eta
 TH2 ∗ m_sumpDivSumet_ut_phi
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wNorm
W invariant mass distribution
 TH2 ∗ m_wNorm_eta
 TH2 ∗ m_wNorm_phi
 TH2 ∗ m_wNorm_ut_eta
 TH2 ∗ m_wNorm_ut_phi
otherHistograms
Histograms lled by DiJet
 TH1F ∗ m_highestEnergySymmetry
Counts number of highest energy jets in positive and negative phi.
 TH1F ∗ m_numberdistributionEta
Distribution of highest energy jets in eta.
 TH1F ∗ m_numberdistributionEtaW
Distribution of highest energy jets in eta weighted.
 TH1F ∗ m_numberdistributionPhi
Distribution of highest energy jets in phi.
 TH1F ∗ m_numberdistributionPhiW
Distribution of highest energy jets in phi weighted.
 TH1F ∗ m_os
Distribution of osine between leading and next to leading jet, no z om-
ponent.
 TH1F ∗ m_osCut
Distribution of osine between leading and next to leading jet with dijet
ut, no z omponent.
 TH1F ∗ m_osz
Distribution of osine between leading and next to leading jet.
 TH1F ∗ m_oszCut
Distribution of osine between leading and next to leading jet.
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Detailed Desription
DiJet Athena Root Aess tool.
Note: you may need to ompile muonEvent and JetEvent before DiJet-
AraTool
This is a dual use ARA & Athena tool, it an an be run in athena using
a python sript like share/DiJet_topOptions.py or it an be run in ROOT
using ARA using the CINT sript share/DiJet_root.C
The tool produes the following sets of 2D histograms (histogram name,
title/help text, histogram X-title, range) energydierene
 Normalized energy dierene (ET[pos_phi℄-ET[neg_phi℄)/ET[0℄ -1, 1
et1DivEt2
 Fration of energy of highest energy jet to energy of next to highest
energy jet & fration of energy of next to highest energy jet to energy
of highest energy jet
 ET[0℄/ET[1℄ & ET[1℄/ET[0℄ 0,m_ut_et1DivEt2 et0DivEtTruth
 ET of reonstruted jet divided by truth jet
 ET[0℄_reo/ET[0℄_truth
 m_ut_et0DivTruthLo,m_ut_et0DivTruthHi metDivSumet
 MET of event divided by total ET of event
 MET/sumET
 0,m_ut_metDivSumEt sumpDivSumet
 Vetorial sum over momentum divided by total ET
 sum(p)/sumET
 0,m_ut_sumPtDivEt wNorm
 W invariant mass divided by W_mass = 80.4
 M [GeV/
∧
{2}/80.4 GeV/
∧
{2}℄
 0, m_ut_wNorm
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Eah set ontains one histogram of X versus eta and one versus phi In
addition the projetion in Y (i.e. the 1D histogram of X), the prole in X
(the means in Y of eah X bin) and the RMS prole (the RMS of Y in eah
X bin). For eah histogram an additional histogram with a ut on leading
jet energy is produed (exept in the ase of wNorm)
Has the following options (default value in parenthesis)
 histoFile : Histogram File (DiJetHistograms.root)
 doDiJetCut : True if we should do a DiJetCut (Require two bak to
bak jets) (true)
 ut_osAlfa : Cut on the angle between jets, default (-0.92) Cuts to
remove events with leading jet in an eta/phi region (to kill noisy towers)
 EtaJetCutLow : Lower Eta jet Cut (-5)
 EtaJetCutUp : Upper Eta jet Cut (5)
 PhiJetCutLow : Lower Phi jet Cut (-4)
 PhiJetCutUp : Upper Phi jet Cut (4) Cuts to remove events with
leading jet outside an eta region (to kill tails)
 saleEtaPhiRange: sale histogram ranges with eta phi region (true)
 EtaRangeLow : Lower Eta range (0)
 EtaRangeUp : Upper Eta range (0)
 PhiRangeLow : Lower Phi range (0)
 PhiRangeUp : Upper Phi range (0) Cuts that skips lling of ertain
histograms
 ut_et0DivTruthLo : Et0 over Et Truth ut (0.8)
 ut_et0DivTruthHi : Et0 over Et Truth ut (1.2)
 ut_et1DivEt2 : Et1 / Et2 ut (2.0)
 ut_sumPtDivEt : Momentum sum / E_t sum ut (0.5)
 ut_metDivSumEt : Missing et / sum et ut (0.5)
 ut_wMass : W mass ut (160.8)
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 ut_wNorm : W normalized mass ut (2.0)
Follows the AraToolExample losely
Denition at line 103 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
Construtor & Destrutor Doumentation
DiJetAraTool::DiJetAraTool (PropertyMgr ∗ pmgr = 0)
Construtor.
Parameters:
pmgr Property manager pointer
Denition at line 32 of le DiJetAraTool.xx.
32 :
33 AraToolBase(pmgr),
34 m_booked(false),
35 //Athena ontainers
36 m_jets(0),
37 m_truthJets(0),
38 m_eletrons(0),
39 m_muons(0),
40 m_missingET(0),
41 //Jet information
42 m_et0(0),
43 m_eta0(0),
44 m_phi0(0),
45 m_px0(0),
46 m_py0(0),
47 m_pz0(0),
48 m_et1(0),
49 m_eta1(0),
50 m_phi1(0),
51 m_px1(0),
52 m_py1(0),
53 m_pz1(0),
54 m_nrJets(0),
55 //Cuts/options
56 m_histoFile("DiJetHistograms.root"),
57 m_doDiJetCut(true),
58 m_ut_osAlfa(-0.92),
59 m_etaJetCutLow(0),
60 m_etaJetCutUp(0),
61 m_phiJetCutLow(0),
62 m_phiJetCutUp(0),
63 m_saleEtaPhiRange(true),
64 m_etaRangeLow(-5),
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65 m_etaRangeUp(5),
66 m_phiRangeLow(-4),
67 m_phiRangeUp(4),
68 m_jetCut(20*GeV),
69 m_energyCut(100*GeV),
70 m_nbins(60),
71 m_ut_et0DivTruthLo(0.8),
72 m_ut_et0DivTruthHi(1.2),
73 m_ut_et1DivEt2(2.0),
74 m_ut_sumPtDivEt(0.5),
75 m_ut_metDivSumEt(0.5),
76 m_ut_wNorm(2.0),
77 m_fileInfo(new TObjString),
78 //Counters
79 m_nEvt(0),
80 m_nDiJetEvt(0),
81 m_nEtaPhiEvt(0),
82 //2d histograms
83 m_energydifferene_eta(0),
84 m_energydifferene_phi(0),
85 m_energydifferene_ut_eta(0),
86 m_energydifferene_ut_phi(0),
87 m_et1DivEt2_eta(0),
88 m_et1DivEt2_phi(0),
89 m_et1DivEt2_ut_eta(0),
90 m_et1DivEt2_ut_phi(0),
91 m_et0DivEtTruth_eta(0),
92 m_et0DivEtTruth_phi(0),
93 m_et0DivEtTruth_ut_eta(0),
94 m_et0DivEtTruth_ut_phi(0),
95 m_metDivSumet_eta(0),
96 m_metDivSumet_phi(0),
97 m_metDivSumet_ut_eta(0),
98 m_metDivSumet_ut_phi(0),
99 m_sumpDivSumet_eta(0),
100 m_sumpDivSumet_phi(0),
101 m_sumpDivSumet_ut_eta(0),
102 m_sumpDivSumet_ut_phi(0),
103 m_wNorm_eta(0),
104 m_wNorm_phi(0),
105 //Other histograms
106 m_highestEnergySymmetry(0),
107 m_numberdistributionEta(0),
108 m_numberdistributionEtaW(0),
109 m_numberdistributionPhi(0),
110 m_numberdistributionPhiW(0),
111 m_os(0),
112 m_osCut(0),
113 m_osz(0),
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114 m_oszCut(0)
115 {
116 delareProperty( "EtaJetCutLow", m_etaJetCutLow, "Lower Eta jet Cut" );
117 delareProperty( "EtaJetCutUp", m_etaJetCutUp, "Upper Eta jet Cut " );
118 delareProperty( "PhiJetCutLow", m_phiJetCutLow, "Lower Phi jet Cut" );
119 delareProperty( "PhiJetCutUp", m_phiJetCutUp, "Upper Phi jet Cut " );
120 delareProperty( "SaleEtaPhiRange", m_saleEtaPhiRange,
121 "enable saling of histogram bounds with eta phi range" );
122 delareProperty( "EtaRangeLow", m_etaRangeLow, "Lower Eta range" );
123 delareProperty( "EtaRangeUp", m_etaRangeUp, "Upper Eta range" );
124 delareProperty( "PhiRangeLow", m_phiRangeLow, "Lower Phi range" );
125 delareProperty( "PhiRangeUp", m_phiRangeUp, "Upper Phi range" );
126 delareProperty( "histoFile", m_histoFile, "Histogram File" );
127 delareProperty( "doDiJetCut", m_doDiJetCut,
128 "True if we should do a DiJetCut" );
129 delareProperty( "ut_et0DivTruthLo",
130 m_ut_et0DivTruthLo, "Et0 over Et Truth ut" );
131 delareProperty( "ut_et0DivTruthHi",
132 m_ut_et0DivTruthHi, "Et0 over Et Truth ut" );
133 delareProperty( "ut_et1DivEt2", m_ut_et1DivEt2, "Et1 / Et2 ut" );
134 delareProperty( "ut_sumPtDivEt",
135 m_ut_sumPtDivEt, "Momentum sum / E_t sum ut" );
136 delareProperty( "ut_metDivSumEt",
137 m_ut_metDivSumEt, "Missing et / sum et ut" );
138 delareProperty( "ut_wNorm", m_ut_wNorm, "w normalized mass ut" );
139 delareProperty( "ut_osAlfa", m_ut_osAlfa, "Cut on Dijet Angle" );
140 }
DiJetAraTool::∼DiJetAraTool () [virtual℄
Virtual destrutor.
Denition at line 142 of le DiJetAraTool.xx.
143 {
144 //2d histograms
145 delete m_energydifferene_eta;
146 delete m_energydifferene_phi;
147 delete m_energydifferene_ut_eta;
148 delete m_energydifferene_ut_phi;
149 delete m_et1DivEt2_eta;
150 delete m_et1DivEt2_phi;
151 delete m_et1DivEt2_ut_eta;
152 delete m_et1DivEt2_ut_phi;
153 delete m_et0DivEtTruth_eta;
154 delete m_et0DivEtTruth_phi;
155 delete m_et0DivEtTruth_ut_eta;
156 delete m_et0DivEtTruth_ut_phi;
157 delete m_metDivSumet_eta;
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158 delete m_metDivSumet_phi;
159 delete m_metDivSumet_ut_eta;
160 delete m_metDivSumet_ut_phi;
161 delete m_sumpDivSumet_eta;
162 delete m_sumpDivSumet_phi;
163 delete m_sumpDivSumet_ut_eta;
164 delete m_sumpDivSumet_ut_phi;
165 delete m_wNorm_eta;
166 delete m_wNorm_phi;
167 delete m_highestEnergySymmetry;
168 delete m_numberdistributionEta;
169 delete m_numberdistributionEtaW;
170 delete m_numberdistributionPhi;
171 delete m_numberdistributionPhiW;
172 delete m_os;
173 delete m_osCut;
174 delete m_osz;
175 delete m_oszCut;
176 }
Member Funtion Doumentation
StatusCode DiJetAraTool::initialize () [virtual℄
Initialize.
Denition at line 178 of le DiJetAraTool.xx.
179 {
180 return StatusCode::SUCCESS;
181 }
StatusCode DiJetAraTool::nalize () [virtual℄
Finalize.
Denition at line 183 of le DiJetAraTool.xx.
184 {
185 writeHistograms();
186 return StatusCode::SUCCESS;
187 }
void DiJetAraTool::bookHistograms ()
Book histograms, all before event loop.
Denition at line 334 of le DiJetAraTool.xx.
335 {
336 //Set flag that histos have been booked
337 m_booked = true;
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338
339 //Set histograms ranges
340 double etarng=5;
341 double phirng=TMath::Pi();
342 double etarangelow=-etarng;
343 double etarangeup=etarng;
344 double phirangelow=-phirng;
345 double phirangeup=phirng;
346 if (m_saleEtaPhiRange) {
347 etarangelow = (m_etaRangeLow>-etarng)?m_etaRangeLow:-etarng;
348 etarangeup = (m_etaRangeUp<etarng)?m_etaRangeUp:etarng;
349 phirangelow = (m_phiRangeLow>-phirng)?m_phiRangeLow:-phirng;
350 phirangeup = (m_phiRangeUp<phirng)?m_phiRangeUp:phirng;
351 }
352
353 //Book 2d histograms
354
355 // === energydifferene =============================================
356 book2DHistos(
357 m_energydifferene_eta,m_energydifferene_phi,
358 m_energydifferene_ut_eta,m_energydifferene_ut_phi,
359 "energydifferene","Normalized energy differene",
360 "(ET[pos_phi℄-ET[neg_phi℄)/ET[0℄",
361 -1.0,1.0,etarangelow,etarangeup,phirangelow,phirangeup);
362
363 // === et1DivEt2====================================================
364 book2DHistos(
365 m_et1DivEt2_eta,m_et1DivEt2_phi,
366 m_et1DivEt2_ut_eta,m_et1DivEt2_ut_phi,
367 "et1DivEt2","ET[0℄/ET[1℄ & ET[1℄/ET[0℄","ET[0℄/ET[1℄ & ET[1℄/ET[0℄",
368 0.0,m_ut_et1DivEt2,etarangelow,etarangeup,phirangelow,phirangeup);
369
370 // === et0DivEtTruth ================================================
371 book2DHistos(
372 m_et0DivEtTruth_eta,m_et0DivEtTruth_phi,
373 m_et0DivEtTruth_ut_eta,m_et0DivEtTruth_ut_phi,
374 "et0DivEtTruth",
375 "ET of reonstruted jet divided by truth jet",
376 "ET[0℄_reo/ET[0℄_truth",
377 m_ut_et0DivTruthLo,m_ut_et0DivTruthHi,
378 etarangelow,etarangeup,phirangelow,phirangeup);
379
380 // === metDivSumet ==================================================
381 book2DHistos(
382 m_metDivSumet_eta,m_metDivSumet_phi,
383 m_metDivSumet_ut_eta,m_metDivSumet_ut_phi,
384 "metDivSumet","MET of event divided by total ET of event","MET/sumET",
385 0.0,m_ut_metDivSumEt,etarangelow,etarangeup,phirangelow,phirangeup);
386
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387 // === sumpDivSumet =================================================
388 book2DHistos(
389 m_sumpDivSumet_eta,m_sumpDivSumet_phi,
390 m_sumpDivSumet_ut_eta,m_sumpDivSumet_ut_phi,
391 "sumpDivSumet",
392 "Vetorial sum over momentum divided by total ET","sum(p)/sumET",
393 0.0,m_ut_sumPtDivEt,etarangelow,etarangeup,phirangelow,phirangeup);
394
395 // === w ============================================================
396 TH2* wNormDummy_eta=0; //We do not produe ut histograms for wNorm
397 TH2* wNormDummy_phi=0;
398 book2DHistos(
399 m_wNorm_eta,m_wNorm_phi,
400 wNormDummy_eta,wNormDummy_phi,
401 "wNorm","W invariant mass divided by W_mass = 80.4",
402 "M [GeV/^{2}/80.4 GeV/^{2}℄",
403 0.0,m_ut_wNorm,etarangelow,etarangeup,phirangelow,phirangeup);
404 delete wNormDummy_eta;
405 delete wNormDummy_phi;
406
407 //Book other histograms
408 m_highestEnergySymmetry = new TH1F(
409 "highestEnergySymmetry",
410 "Nr et_0 in pos (1) & neg (-1) phi",
411 m_nbins,-2,2);
412 m_numberdistributionEta = new TH1F(
413 "numberdistributionEta",
414 "Distribution of highest energy jets in eta",
415 m_nbins,etarangelow,etarangeup);
416 m_numberdistributionEta->SetXTitle("Eta");
417 m_numberdistributionEtaW = new TH1F(
418 "numberdistributionEtaW",
419 "Distribution of highest energy jets in eta weighted",
420 m_nbins,etarangelow,etarangeup);
421 m_numberdistributionEtaW->SetXTitle("Eta");
422 m_numberdistributionPhi = new TH1F(
423 "numberdistributionPhi","Distribution of highest energy jets in phi",
424 m_nbins,phirangelow,phirangeup);
425 m_numberdistributionPhi->SetXTitle("Phi");
426 m_numberdistributionPhiW = new TH1F(
427 "numberdistributionPhiW",
428 "Distribution of highest energy jets in phi weighted",
429 m_nbins,phirangelow,phirangeup);
430 m_numberdistributionPhiW->SetXTitle("Phi");
431 m_os = new TH1F(
432 "os",
433 "Distribution of osine between leading "
434 "and next to leading jet, no z omponent",
435 m_nbins,-1.3,1.3);
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436 m_osCut = new TH1F(
437 "osCut",
438 "Distribution of osine between leading "
439 "and next to leading jet, no z omponent, with dijet ut",
440 m_nbins,-1.3,1.3);
441 m_osz = new TH1F(
442 "osz",
443 "Distribution of osine between leading and next to leading jet",
444 m_nbins,-1.3,1.3);
445 m_oszCut = new TH1F(
446 "oszCut",
447 "Distribution of osine between leading "
448 "and next to leading jet with dijet ut",
449 m_nbins,-1.3,1.3);
450 }
void DiJetAraTool::updateColletions (onst JetColletion ∗ jets,
onst JetColletion ∗ truthJets, onst EletronContainer ∗ ele-
trons, onst Analysis::MuonContainer ∗ muons, onst MissingET ∗
missingET)
Set the olletion used in mainLoop.
Must be done one per event
Parameters:
jets Jet ontainer "Cone4H1TowerJets"
truthJets MC Truth jet ontainer "Cone4TruthJets"
eletrons Eletron ontainer "EletronAODColletion"
muons Muon ontainer "StaoMuonColletion"
missingET missing ET ontainer "MET_Final"
Denition at line 189 of le DiJetAraTool.xx.
195 {
196 m_jets = jets;
197 m_truthJets = truthJets;
198 m_eletrons = eletrons;
199 m_muons = muons;
200 m_missingET = missingET;
201 }
StatusCode DiJetAraTool::eahEvent ()
Main funtion, all inside event loop.
Note that olletions needs to be updated before eah all!
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Returns:
SUCCESS if nothing bad happens, FAILURE if there are no histograms
booked or the olletions are not lled
Denition at line 203 of le DiJetAraTool.xx.
204 {
205 if (! m_booked ) {
206 std::err<<"ERROR DiJetAraTool::eahEvent failed: "
207 " histograms not booked!" << std::endl;
208 return StatusCode::FAILURE;
209 }
210 //Chek olletions
211 if ((m_jets==0) || (m_eletrons==0) || (m_muons==0) || (m_missingET==0)) {
212 std::err<<"ERROR DiJetAraTool::eahEvent failed: "
213 " one or more olletions missing!"<< std::endl;
214 return StatusCode::FAILURE;
215 }
216 //Inrease event ounter
217 m_nEvt++;
218
219 //Fill et eta,phi and Px,y,z of leading and next to leading jet
220 fillLeadinJetsEtEtaPhiPxyz();
221
222 //Perform the w mass alulation _before_ DiJetCut
223 alWMass();
224
225 fillCosAlfaPlots();
226
227 //Skip non DiJet events
228 if (m_doDiJetCut)
229 if (hekIfDiJetEvent() == 0) return StatusCode::SUCCESS;
230 //Inrease ounter for number of events that survive DiJetCut
231 m_nDiJetEvt++;
232
233 //Skip events by eta phi ut on leading jet
234 if ( (m_eta0>m_etaJetCutLow)&&(m_eta0<m_etaJetCutUp) &&
235 (m_phi0>m_phiJetCutLow)&&(m_phi0<m_phiJetCutUp))
236 {
237 return StatusCode::SUCCESS;
238 }
239 //Skip events by eta range on leading jet
240 if ( (m_eta0<m_etaRangeLow)||(m_eta0>m_etaRangeUp) )
241 {
242 return StatusCode::SUCCESS;
243 }
244 //Skip events by phi range on leading jet
245 if ( (m_phi0<m_phiRangeLow)||(m_phi0>m_phiRangeUp) )
246 {
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247 return StatusCode::SUCCESS;
248 }
249 //Inrease ounter for number of events that survive eta phi range ut
250 m_nEtaPhiEvt++;
251
252 fillHighestEnergySymmetry();
253 fillEnergyDifferene();
254 //Only fill the truth info if there is truth
255 if (m_truthJets!=0) fillEtDivEtTruth();
256 fillNumberDistribution();
257
258 return StatusCode::SUCCESS;
259 }
StatusCode DiJetAraTool::araEventLoop (TTree ∗ tree)
Event loop if running in ARA mode.
This replaes the old di_jet funtion, it will do the following
 bookHistograms
 get branhes and set addresses
 loop over all entries
 update olletions
 all eahEvent
 saveHistograms
Parameters:
tree Tree to loop over
Denition at line 453 of le DiJetAraTool.xx.
454 {
455 bookHistograms();
456 if (tree==0) {
457 std::err<<"ERROR DiJetAraTool::AraEventLoop failed: "
458 " tree = 0 "<< std::endl;
459 return StatusCode::FAILURE;
460 }
461 if (! m_booked ) {
462 std::err<<"ERROR DiJetAraTool::AraEventLoop failed: "
463 " histograms not booked!" << std::endl;
464 return StatusCode::FAILURE;
465 }
466 //Event loop
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467 Long64_t nentries = tree->GetEntriesFast();
468 for(Long64_t ientry=0; ientry < nentries; ientry++) {
469 //Get info from TTree
470 m_jets=getEventObjet<JetColletion>(
471 "Cone4H1TowerJets", tree, ientry);
472 m_truthJets=getEventObjet<JetColletion>(
473 "Cone4TruthJets",tree, ientry);
474 m_eletrons=getEventObjet<EletronContainer>(
475 "EletronAODColletion", tree, ientry);
476 m_muons=getEventObjet<Analysis::MuonContainer>(
477 "StaoMuonColletion",tree ,ientry);
478 m_missingET=getEventObjet<MissingET>(
479 "MET_Final",tree,ientry);
480 eahEvent();
481 }
482 return StatusCode::SUCCESS;
483 }
void DiJetAraTool::setHistoFile (std::string histoFile)
Set output histogram le name.
Parameters:
histoFile lename to set
Denition at line 924 of le DiJetAraTool.xx.
925 {
926 m_histoFile = histoFile;
927 }
void DiJetAraTool::setDoDiJetCut (bool doDiJetCut)
Set ag for doing diJetCuts.
Parameters:
doDiJetCut ag value to set
Denition at line 929 of le DiJetAraTool.xx.
930 {
931 m_doDiJetCut = doDiJetCut;
932 }
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void DiJetAraTool::setCosAlfaCut (bool osAlfaCut)
Set ut to dene bak to bak jets in os alfa.
Parameters:
osAlfaCut osine value
Denition at line 934 of le DiJetAraTool.xx.
935 {
936 m_ut_osAlfa = osAlfaCut;
937 }
void DiJetAraTool::setEtaJetCutLow (double etaJetCutUpLow)
Set eta leading jet ut low value.
Parameters:
etaJetCutUpLow eta value to set
Denition at line 939 of le DiJetAraTool.xx.
940 {
941 m_etaJetCutLow = etaJetCutLow;
942 }
void DiJetAraTool::setEtaJetCutUp (double etaJetCutUp)
Set eta leading jet ut upper value.
Parameters:
etaJetCutUp eta value to set
Denition at line 944 of le DiJetAraTool.xx.
945 {
946 m_etaJetCutUp = etaJetCutUp;
947 }
void DiJetAraTool::setPhiJetCutLow (double phiJetCutLow)
Set phi leading jet ut lower value.
Parameters:
phiJetCutLow phi value to set
Denition at line 949 of le DiJetAraTool.xx.
950 {
951 m_phiJetCutLow = phiJetCutLow;
952 }
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void DiJetAraTool::setPhiJetCutUp (double phiJetCutUp)
Set phi leading jet ut upper value.
Parameters:
phiJetCutUp phi value to set
Denition at line 954 of le DiJetAraTool.xx.
955 {
956 m_phiJetCutUp = phiJetCutUp;
957 }
void DiJetAraTool::setSaleEtaPhiRange (bool ag)
Set if histogram sale should hange with eta phi range.
Parameters:
ag true or false
Denition at line 959 of le DiJetAraTool.xx.
960 {
961 m_saleEtaPhiRange = flag;
962 }
void DiJetAraTool::setEtaRangeLow (double etaRangeLow)
Set leading jet eta lower range value.
Parameters:
etaRangeLow eta value to set
Denition at line 964 of le DiJetAraTool.xx.
965 {
966 m_etaRangeLow = etaRangeLow;
967 }
void DiJetAraTool::setEtaRangeUp (double etaRangeUp)
Set leading jet eta upper range value.
Parameters:
etaRangeUp eta value to set
Denition at line 969 of le DiJetAraTool.xx.
970 {
971 m_etaRangeUp = etaRangeUp;
972 }
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void DiJetAraTool::setPhiRangeLow (double phiRangeLow)
Set leading jet phi lower range value.
Parameters:
phiRangeLow phi value to set
Denition at line 974 of le DiJetAraTool.xx.
975 {
976 m_phiRangeLow = phiRangeLow;
977 }
void DiJetAraTool::setPhiRangeUp (double phiRangeUp)
Set leading jet phi upper range value.
Parameters:
phiRangeUp phi value to set
Denition at line 979 of le DiJetAraTool.xx.
980 {
981 m_phiRangeUp = phiRangeUp;
982 }
void DiJetAraTool::setCut_et0DivTruthLo (double ut_et0DivTruth-
Lo)
Set leading jet et by truth et ut value.
Parameters:
ut_et0DivTruthLo ratio to set
Denition at line 984 of le DiJetAraTool.xx.
985 {
986 m_ut_et0DivTruthLo = ut_et0DivTruthLo;
987 }
void DiJetAraTool::setCut_et0DivTruthHi (double ut_et0DivTruth-
Hi)
Set leading jet et by truth et ut value.
Parameters:
ut_et0DivTruthHi ratio to set
Denition at line 989 of le DiJetAraTool.xx.
990 {
991 m_ut_et0DivTruthHi = ut_et0DivTruthHi;
992 }
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void DiJetAraTool::setCut_et1DivEt2 (double ut_et1DivEt2)
Set leading jet by next to leading jet ratio ut value.
Parameters:
ut_et1DivEt2 ratio to set
Denition at line 994 of le DiJetAraTool.xx.
995 {
996 m_ut_et1DivEt2=ut_et1DivEt2;
997 }
void DiJetAraTool::setCut_sumPtDivEt (double ut_sumPtDiv-
Et)
Set P_t / E_t ut value.
Parameters:
ut_sumPtDivEt value to set
Denition at line 999 of le DiJetAraTool.xx.
1000 {
1001 m_ut_sumPtDivEt = ut_sumPtDivEt;
1002 }
void DiJetAraTool::setCut_metDivSumEt (double ut_metDivSum-
Et)
Set E_t
∧
miss / E_t ut value.
Parameters:
ut_metDivSumEt ratio to set
Denition at line 1004 of le DiJetAraTool.xx.
1005 {
1006 m_ut_metDivSumEt = ut_metDivSumEt;
1007 }
void DiJetAraTool::setCut_wNorm (double ut_wNorm)
Set fration of W Mass ut value.
Parameters:
ut_wNorm fration to set
Denition at line 1009 of le DiJetAraTool.xx.
1010 {
1011 m_ut_wNorm = ut_wNorm;
1012 }
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void DiJetAraTool::book2DHistos (TH2 ∗& eta, TH2 ∗& phi, TH2
∗& etaut, TH2 ∗& phiut, std::string name, std::string title, std::string
xaxis, double ylow, double yup, double etalow, double etaup, double
philow, double phiup) [private℄
Book a set of 2d histograms (helper for bookhistograms).
Parameters:
eta eta histogram
phi phi histogram
etaut eta histogram with energy ut
phiut phi histogram with energy ut
name base of name for histograms (_eta, _ut will be added)
title base of title for histograms (ut will be added)
ylow Lower Y range
yup Upper Y range
etalow Lower Eta range
etaup Upper Eta range
philow Lower Phi range
phiup Upper Phi range
Denition at line 293 of le DiJetAraTool.xx.
307 {
308 eta = new TH2D(
309 (name+"_eta")._str(),title._str(),
310 m_nbins,etalow,etaup,m_nbins,ylow,yup);
311 eta->SetXTitle("Eta");
312 eta->SetYTitle(xaxis._str());
313
314 phi = new TH2D(
315 (name+"_phi")._str(),title._str(),
316 m_nbins,philow,phiup,m_nbins,ylow,yup);
317 title+=", with energy ut";
318 phi->SetXTitle("Phi");
319 phi->SetYTitle(xaxis._str());
320
321 etaut = new TH2D(
322 (name+"_ut_eta")._str(),title._str(),
323 m_nbins,etalow,etaup,m_nbins,ylow,yup);
324 etaut->SetXTitle("Eta");
325 etaut->SetYTitle(xaxis._str());
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326
327 phiut = new TH2D(
328 (name+"_ut_phi")._str(),title._str(),
329 m_nbins,philow,phiup,m_nbins,ylow,yup);
330 phiut->SetXTitle("Phi");
331 phiut->SetYTitle(xaxis._str());
332 }
TH1 ∗DiJetAraTool::makeRmsProle (TH2 ∗ h, TProle ∗& profx)
onst [private℄
Helper funtion to make RMS prole from 2d histogram.
Parameters:
h 2d histogram to proess
profx Created x-prole RMS histogram for x-prole
Denition at line 612 of le DiJetAraTool.xx.
615 {
616 if ((h==0)||(profx==0)) return 0;
617 int nbins=profx->GetNbinsX();
618 double lo=profx->GetBinLowEdge(0);
619 double hi=profx->GetBinLowEdge(nbins);
620 std::string name="RMS_profile_";
621 name+=h->GetName();
622 TH1* RMSprof = new TH1D(
623 name._str(),profx->GetTitle(),nbins,lo,hi);
624 for (int bin=1; bin<nbins; ++bin)
625 {
626 double rms=h->ProjetionY("",bin-1,bin)->GetRMS();
627 RMSprof->SetBinContent(bin,rms);
628 }
629 return RMSprof;
630 }
void DiJetAraTool::write2DHistogram (TFile ∗ f, TH2 ∗ h_eta,
TH2 ∗ h_phi) onst [private℄
Helper funtion to write 2D histograms.
Generates a projetion and all make RMS prole
Parameters:
f File to write to
eta eta histogram to write
phi phi histogram to write
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Denition at line 632 of le DiJetAraTool.xx.
636 {
637 if ((f==0)||(h_eta==0)||(h_phi==0)) return; //Avoid seg faults
638
639 //Make eta and phi X profiles
640 std::string name="Profile_{X}";
641 name+=h_eta->GetName();
642 TProfile* h_eta_profx = h_eta->ProfileX(name._str());
643 name="Profile_{X}";
644 name+=h_phi->GetName();
645 TProfile* h_phi_profx = h_phi->ProfileX(name._str());
646 TH1* h_eta_rms = makeRmsProfile(h_eta,h_eta_profx);
647 TH1* h_phi_rms = makeRmsProfile(h_phi,h_phi_profx);
648
649 //Make projetion in Y, only for eta as it is the same in phi
650 std::string title = h_eta->GetTitle();
651 name = h_eta->GetName();
652 name=name.substr(0,name.size()-4); //trim off _eta
653 TH1* h_proj = h_eta->ProjetionY();
654 h_proj->SetName(name._str());
655 h_proj->SetTitle(title._str());
656
657 //proj, profx
658 h_eta->Write();
659 h_phi->Write();
660 }
void DiJetAraTool::writeHistograms () onst [private℄
Write histogram le.
Denition at line 662 of le DiJetAraTool.xx.
663 {
664 if (! m_booked ) return;
665 TFile* f = new TFile(m_histoFile._str(),"rereate");
666 f->d();
667
668 //2d histograms
669 write2DHistogram(
670 f,m_energydifferene_eta,m_energydifferene_phi);
671 write2DHistogram(
672 f,m_energydifferene_ut_eta,m_energydifferene_ut_phi);
673 write2DHistogram(
674 f,m_et1DivEt2_eta,m_et1DivEt2_phi);
675 write2DHistogram(
676 f,m_et1DivEt2_ut_eta,m_et1DivEt2_ut_phi);
677 write2DHistogram(
678 f,m_et0DivEtTruth_eta,m_et0DivEtTruth_phi);
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679 write2DHistogram(
680 f,m_et0DivEtTruth_ut_eta,m_et0DivEtTruth_ut_phi);
681 write2DHistogram(
682 f,m_metDivSumet_eta,m_metDivSumet_phi);
683 write2DHistogram(
684 f,m_metDivSumet_ut_eta,m_metDivSumet_ut_phi);
685 write2DHistogram(
686 f,m_sumpDivSumet_eta,m_sumpDivSumet_phi);
687 write2DHistogram(
688 f,m_sumpDivSumet_ut_eta,m_sumpDivSumet_ut_phi);
689 write2DHistogram(
690 f,m_wNorm_eta,m_wNorm_phi);
691 f->d();
692 //The rest of the histograms
693 if(m_highestEnergySymmetry!=0) m_highestEnergySymmetry->Write();
694 if(m_numberdistributionEta!=0) m_numberdistributionEta->Write();
695 if(m_numberdistributionEtaW!=0) m_numberdistributionEtaW->Write();
696 if(m_numberdistributionPhi!=0) m_numberdistributionPhi->Write();
697 if(m_numberdistributionPhiW!=0) m_numberdistributionPhiW->Write();
698 if(m_os!=0) m_os->Write();
699 if(m_osz!=0) m_osz->Write();
700 if(m_osCut!=0) m_osCut->Write();
701 if(m_oszCut!=0) m_oszCut->Write();
702 if (m_fileInfo!=0) {
703 std::stringstream s;
704 s << "nEvt=" << m_nEvt
705 << " nDiJetEvt=" << m_nDiJetEvt
706 << " nEtaPhiEvt="<< m_nEtaPhiEvt;
707 m_fileInfo->SetString(s.str()._str());
708 m_fileInfo->Write();
709 }
710 f->Write();
711 f->Close();
712 delete f;
713 }
void DiJetAraTool::llCosAlfaPlots () [private℄
Fill os alfa plots.
Denition at line 261 of le DiJetAraTool.xx.
262 {
263 if ( (m_os==0) || (m_osz==0) ||(m_osCut==0) || (m_oszCut==0)) return;
264 //Fill distribution of osine between leading and next to leading jet
265 double P1z = TMath::Sqrt(m_px0*m_px0+m_py0*m_py0+m_pz0*m_pz0);
266 double P2z = TMath::Sqrt(m_px1*m_px1+m_py1*m_py1+m_pz1*m_pz1);
267 double P1noz = TMath::Sqrt(m_px0*m_px0+m_py0*m_py0);
268 double P2noz = TMath::Sqrt(m_px1*m_px1+m_py1*m_py1);
269 //Angle between jets
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270 onst double os_alphaz=(m_px0*m_px1+m_py0*m_py1+m_pz0*m_pz1)/(P1z*P2z);
271 onst double os_alphanoz=(m_px0*m_px1+m_py0*m_py1)/(P1noz*P2noz);
272 m_os->Fill(os_alphanoz);
273 m_osz->Fill(os_alphaz);
274
275 //Run the DiJet ut and exit funtion if there is no DiJet
276 if (hekIfDiJetEvent() == 0) return;
277
278 //Fill distribution of osine between leading
279 //and next to leading jet after dijetut
280 double P1zCut = TMath::Sqrt(m_px0*m_px0+m_py0*m_py0+m_pz0*m_pz0);
281 double P2zCut = TMath::Sqrt(m_px1*m_px1+m_py1*m_py1+m_pz1*m_pz1);
282 double P1nozCut = TMath::Sqrt(m_px0*m_px0+m_py0*m_py0);
283 double P2nozCut = TMath::Sqrt(m_px1*m_px1+m_py1*m_py1);
284 //Angle between jets
285 onst double os_alphazCut=
286 (m_px0*m_px1+m_py0*m_py1+m_pz0*m_pz1)/(P1zCut*P2zCut);
287 onst double os_alphanozCut=
288 (m_px0*m_px1+m_py0*m_py1)/(P1nozCut*P2nozCut);
289 m_osCut->Fill(os_alphanozCut);
290 m_oszCut->Fill(os_alphazCut);
291 }
template<lass T> onst T∗DiJetAraTool::getEventObjet (std::string
name, TTree ∗ tree, Long64_t ievent) onst [inline, private℄
Get a objet from branh in tree for an event.
Parameters:
name Name of branh
tree tree to get branh from
ievent
Returns:
0 faliure, lass otherwise
Denition at line 295 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
298 {
299 if (tree==0) {
300 std::err << "ERROR DiJetAraTool::getBranhAddress failed to get "
301 << name << " beaause tree is 0" << std::endl;
302 return 0;
303 }
304 TBranh* br = tree->GetBranh(name._str());
305 if (br==0) {
306 std::err << "ERROR DiJetAraTool::getBranhAddress failed to get "
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307 << name << " beause branh is 0 " << std::endl;
308 return 0;
309 }
310 T* ret = *((T**)br->GetAddress());
311 if (ret==0) {
312 std::err << "ERROR DiJetAraTool::getBranhAddress failed to get"
313 << name << " beause address is 0" << std::endl;
314 return 0;
315 }
316 if ( br->GetEntry(ievent) < 0 ) {
317 std::err << "ERROR DiJetAraTool::getBranhAddress failed to get"
318 << name << " beause TBranh::GetEntry I/O error"
319 << std::endl;
320 return 0;
321 }
322 return ret;
323 }
bool DiJetAraTool::hekIfDiJetEvent () onst [private℄
Chek if Jet olletion is valid DiJet.
Denition at line 485 of le DiJetAraTool.xx.
486 {
487 onst double P1 = TMath::Sqrt(m_px0*m_px0+m_py0*m_py0);
488 onst double P2 = TMath::Sqrt(m_px1*m_px1+m_py1*m_py1);
489 //Angle between jets
490 onst double os_alpha=(m_px0*m_px1+m_py0*m_py1)/(P1*P2);
491 return ((m_nrJets>=2) && (os_alpha<m_ut_osAlfa));
492 }
double DiJetAraTool::alDeltaR (double phi1, double phi2, dou-
ble eta1, double eta2) onst [private℄
Calulate delta R.
Denition at line 823 of le DiJetAraTool.xx.
825 {
826 double dphi=TMath::Abs(phi1-phi2);
827 if (dphi>TMath::Pi()) dphi-=2*TMath::Pi();
828 onst double deta=eta1-eta2;
829 return TMath::Sqrt(dphi*dphi+deta*deta);
830 }
void DiJetAraTool::llLeadinJetsEtEtaPhiPxyz () [private℄
Fill et eta,phi and Px,y,z of leading and next to leading jet.
Denition at line 879 of le DiJetAraTool.xx.
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880 {
881 //Leading jet
882 m_et0 = 0;
883 m_eta0 = 0;
884 m_phi0 = 0;
885 m_px0 = 0;
886 m_py0 = 0;
887 m_pz0 = 0;
888 //Next to leading jet
889 m_et1 = 0;
890 m_eta1 = 0;
891 m_phi1 = 0;
892 m_px1 = 0;
893 m_py1 = 0;
894 m_pz1 = 0;
895 m_nrJets=0;
896 if (m_jets==0) return;
897 for( JetColletion::onst_iterator jetItr = m_jets->begin();
898 jetItr != m_jets->end();
899 ++jetItr) {
900 Jet* jet = (*jetItr);
901 if (jet==0) ontinue;
902
903 if( jet->et() > m_et0 ) {
904 //Leading jet
905 m_et0 = jet->et();
906 m_eta0= jet->eta();
907 m_phi0= jet->phi();
908 m_px0 = jet->px();
909 m_py0 = jet->py();
910 m_pz0 = jet->pz();
911 } else if(jet->et() > m_et1) {
912 //Next to leading jet
913 m_et1 = jet->et();
914 m_eta1= jet->eta();
915 m_phi1= jet->phi();
916 m_px1 = jet->px();
917 m_py1 = jet->py();
918 m_pz1 = jet->pz();
919 }
920 if( jet->et() > m_jetCut) m_nrJets++;
921 }
922 }
int DiJetAraTool::ountGoodEletrons () onst [private℄
Count number of good eletrons in ontainer.
Denition at line 494 of le DiJetAraTool.xx.
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495 {
496 if (m_eletrons==0) return 0;
497 int el_good_N = 0;
498 for( EletronContainer::onst_iterator elItr = m_eletrons->begin();
499 elItr != m_eletrons->end(); ++elItr) {
500 Analysis::Eletron* el = (*elItr);
501 if (el==0) ontinue;
502 onst double isEM = el->isem(egammaPID::EletronLoose);
503 onst double elEta = el->eta();
504 onst double elPT = el->pt();
505 if ( (isEM == 0) &&
506 (TMath::Abs(elEta) < 2.5 && elPT > 20e3))
507 el_good_N++;
508 }
509 return el_good_N;
510 }
int DiJetAraTool::ountGoodMuons () onst [private℄
Count number of good muons in ontainer.
Denition at line 512 of le DiJetAraTool.xx.
513 {
514 if (m_muons==0) return 0;
515 int mu_good_N = 0;
516 for ( Analysis::MuonContainer::onst_iterator muItr = m_muons->begin();
517 muItr != m_muons->end(); ++muItr) {
518 Analysis::Muon* mu = (*muItr);
519 if (mu==0) ontinue;
520 onst double muEta = mu->eta();
521 onst double muPT = mu->pt();
522 if ((TMath::Abs(muEta) < 2.5) && (muPT > 20e3))
523 mu_good_N++;
524 }
525 return mu_good_N;
526 }
void DiJetAraTool::ountGoodJets (int & pjet_good_N, int & bjet_-
good_N) onst [private℄
Count number of good jets in ontainer.
Parameters:
pjet_good_N Number of good non bjets to be lled
bjet_good_N Number of good bjets to be lled
Denition at line 528 of le DiJetAraTool.xx.
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531 {
532 pjet_good_N = 0;
533 bjet_good_N = 0;
534 if (m_jets==0) return;
535 for (JetColletion::onst_iterator jetItr = m_jets->begin();
536 jetItr != m_jets->end(); ++jetItr) {
537 Jet* jet = (*jetItr);
538 if (jet==0) ontinue;
539 onst double jetEta = jet->eta();
540 onst double jetPT = jet->pt();
541 if (TMath::Abs(jetEta) < 2.5 && jetPT > 40e3)
542 if ( jet->getFlavourTagWeight() > 0.87 )
543 bjet_good_N++;
544 else
545 pjet_good_N++;
546 }
547 }
void DiJetAraTool::alWMass () [private℄
Calulate WMass and ll W histograms.
Denition at line 549 of le DiJetAraTool.xx.
550 {
551 if ((m_jets==0)||(m_wNorm_eta==0)||(m_wNorm_phi==0)) return;
552 onst int el_good_N = ountGoodEletrons();
553 onst int mu_good_N = ountGoodMuons();
554 int pjet_good_N=0, bjet_good_N=0;
555 ountGoodJets(pjet_good_N, bjet_good_N);
556 onst double missET = m_missingET->et();
557 if ( (el_good_N+mu_good_N<1) || //At least one good lepton
558 (bjet_good_N<2) || //At least 2 good b-tagged jets
559 (pjet_good_N<2) || //At least 2 good non b-tagged jets
560 (missET<=20e3) ) //At least 20 GeV missing E_T
561 return;
562 double mass_W = 1e6; //Initial value
563 double px_W = 0;
564 double py_W = 0;
565 double pz_W = 0;
566 double E_W = 0;
567 //Should really be lass variables with set-funions
568 onst double eta_range = 2.5; //ut is |eta|<eta_range
569 onst double pt_min = 40e3; //ut below this, in GeV
570 onst double bweight_max = 0.87; //ut above this
571 for (JetColletion::onst_iterator jetItr1 = m_jets->begin();
572 jetItr1 != m_jets->end();
573 ++jetItr1) {
574 Jet* jet1 = (*jetItr1);
575 if (jet1==0) ontinue;
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576 //Skip high eta, low pt or non b tagged jets
577 if ((TMath::Abs(jet1->eta())>eta_range)||
578 (jet1->pt()<pt_min)||
579 (jet1->getFlavourTagWeight()>bweight_max)) ontinue;
580 for (JetColletion::onst_iterator jetItr2 = jetItr1+1;
581 jetItr2 != m_jets->end();
582 ++jetItr2) {
583 Jet* jet2 = (*jetItr2);
584 if (jet2==0) ontinue;
585 //Skip high eta, low pt or non b tagged jets
586 if ((TMath::Abs(jet2->eta())>eta_range)||
587 (jet2->pt()<pt_min)||
588 (jet2->getFlavourTagWeight()>bweight_max)) ontinue;
589 onst double W_px = jet1->px() + jet2->px();
590 onst double W_py = jet1->py() + jet2->py();
591 onst double W_pz = jet1->pz() + jet2->pz();
592 onst double W_E = jet1->et() + jet2->et();
593 onst double W_m=
594 TMath::Sqrt(W_E*W_E-W_px*W_px-W_py*W_py-W_pz*W_pz);
595 if (TMath::Abs(W_m-80e3)<TMath::Abs(mass_W-80e3)) {
596 mass_W = W_m;
597 px_W = W_px;
598 py_W = W_py;
599 pz_W = W_pz;
600 E_W = W_E;
601 }
602 }
603 }
604 //Fill histogram
605 onst double wMassN = mass_W/1.0e3/80.4; //In GeV
606 if ((wMassN>0) && (wMassN<m_ut_wNorm)) {
607 m_wNorm_eta->Fill(m_eta0,wMassN);
608 m_wNorm_phi->Fill(m_phi0,wMassN);
609 }
610 }
void DiJetAraTool::llHighestEnergySymmetry () [private℄
Fill highest energysymmetry.
Denition at line 715 of le DiJetAraTool.xx.
716 {
717 if((m_highestEnergySymmetry==0)||(m_highestEnergySymmetry==0))return;
718 if(m_et0 > m_jetCut) {
719 if(m_phi0 > 0) {
720 m_highestEnergySymmetry->Fill(1);
721 } else {
722 m_highestEnergySymmetry->Fill(-1);
723 }
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724 }
725 }
void DiJetAraTool::llEnergyDiereneBasis (TH2 ∗ ediEta, TH2
∗ ediPhi, TH2 ∗ et1DivEt2Eta, TH2 ∗ et1DivEt2Phi) onst [private℄
Fill energy dierene (used for both _ut and normal histos).
Parameters:
ediEta Energy dierene vs eta
ediPhi Energy dierene vs phi
et1DivEt2Eta E_t ratio of leading and next to leading jet vs eta
et1DivEt2Phi E_t ratio of leading and next to leading jet vs phi
Denition at line 727 of le DiJetAraTool.xx.
733 {
734 if((ediffEta==0)||(ediffPhi==0)||
735 (et1DivEt2Eta==0)||(et1DivEt2Phi==0)||
736 (m_et0==0)||(m_et1==0)) return;
737 onst double et01 = m_et0/m_et1;
738 if (et01<m_ut_et1DivEt2) {
739 et1DivEt2Eta->Fill(m_eta0,et01);
740 et1DivEt2Phi->Fill(m_phi0,et01);
741 }
742 onst double et10 = m_et1/m_et0;
743 if (et10<m_ut_et1DivEt2){
744 et1DivEt2Eta->Fill(m_eta0,et10);
745 et1DivEt2Phi->Fill(m_phi0,et10);
746 }
747 if (m_phi0>=0) {
748 onst double et01diff =(m_et0-m_et1)/m_et0;
749 ediffEta->Fill(m_eta0,et01diff);
750 ediffPhi->Fill(m_phi0,et01diff);
751 } else {
752 onst double et10diff =(m_et1-m_et0)/m_et0;
753 ediffEta->Fill(m_eta0,et10diff);
754 ediffPhi->Fill(m_phi0,et10diff);
755 }
756 }
void DiJetAraTool::llEnergyDierene () onst [private℄
Fill energy dierene.
Denition at line 758 of le DiJetAraTool.xx.
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759 {
760 if ((m_jets==0) ||
761 (m_metDivSumet_eta==0)||
762 (m_metDivSumet_phi==0)||
763 (m_metDivSumet_ut_eta==0)||
764 (m_metDivSumet_ut_phi==0)||
765 (m_sumpDivSumet_eta==0)||
766 (m_sumpDivSumet_phi==0)||
767 (m_sumpDivSumet_ut_eta==0)||
768 (m_sumpDivSumet_ut_phi==0))
769 return;
770
771 double sumPx = 0;
772 double sumPy = 0;
773 double sumPz = 0;
774 for( JetColletion::onst_iterator jetItr = m_jets->begin();
775 jetItr < m_jets->end(); ++jetItr)
776 {
777 onst Jet* jet = (*jetItr);
778 if (jet==0) ontinue;
779 sumPx += jet->px();
780 sumPy += jet->py();
781 sumPz += jet->pz();
782 }
783 double sumEt = m_missingET->sumet();
784 double metPhi = m_missingET->phi();
785 double met = m_missingET->et();
786 double sumPt = TMath::Sqrt( (sumPx*sumPx) + (sumPy*sumPy) );
787 double sumPtPhi = TMath::ATan2(sumPy,sumPx);
788
789 onst double metDivSumEt=met/sumEt;
790 onst double sumPtDivSumEt=sumPt/sumEt;
791 if(m_et1>m_jetCut) {
792 fillEnergyDiffereneBasis(
793 m_energydifferene_eta,
794 m_energydifferene_phi,
795 m_et1DivEt2_eta,
796 m_et1DivEt2_phi);
797 if ( metDivSumEt < m_ut_metDivSumEt ) {
798 m_metDivSumet_eta->Fill(m_eta0,metDivSumEt);
799 m_metDivSumet_phi->Fill(metPhi,metDivSumEt);
800 }
801 if ( sumPtDivSumEt < m_ut_sumPtDivEt ) {
802 m_sumpDivSumet_eta->Fill(m_eta0,sumPtDivSumEt);
803 m_sumpDivSumet_phi->Fill(sumPtPhi,sumPtDivSumEt);
804 }
805 }
806 if(m_et1>m_energyCut) {
807 fillEnergyDiffereneBasis(
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808 m_energydifferene_ut_eta,
809 m_energydifferene_ut_phi,
810 m_et1DivEt2_ut_eta,
811 m_et1DivEt2_ut_phi);
812 if ( metDivSumEt < m_ut_metDivSumEt ) {
813 m_metDivSumet_ut_eta->Fill(m_eta0,metDivSumEt);
814 m_metDivSumet_ut_phi->Fill(metPhi,metDivSumEt);
815 }
816 if ( sumPtDivSumEt < m_ut_sumPtDivEt ) {
817 m_sumpDivSumet_ut_eta->Fill(m_eta0,sumPtDivSumEt);
818 m_sumpDivSumet_ut_phi->Fill(sumPtPhi,sumPtDivSumEt);
819 }
820 }
821 }
void DiJetAraTool::llEtDivEtTruth () [private℄
Fill et0 of reonstruted jet divided by et0 of truth jet.
Denition at line 832 of le DiJetAraTool.xx.
833 {
834 if ((m_truthJets==0)||(m_et0DivEtTruth_eta==0)||(m_et0DivEtTruth_phi==0))
835 return;
836 double etTruth = 1;
837 double deltaRmin= TMath::Sqrt((2*TMath::Pi())*(2*TMath::Pi())+10*10);
838 for( JetColletion::onst_iterator jetItr = m_truthJets->begin();
839 jetItr < m_truthJets->end(); ++jetItr)
840 {
841 onst Jet* tJet = (*jetItr);
842 if (tJet==0) ontinue;
843 double deltaR = alDeltaR(m_phi0,tJet->phi(),m_eta0,tJet->eta());
844 if( deltaR < deltaRmin )
845 {
846 deltaRmin = deltaR;
847 etTruth = tJet->et();
848 }
849 }
850 double etratio=0;
851 if (etTruth>0) etratio = m_et0/etTruth;
852
853 if ((etratio<m_ut_et0DivTruthLo)||
854 (etratio>m_ut_et0DivTruthHi)) return;
855
856 //Cut on et ratio
857 m_et0DivEtTruth_eta->Fill(m_eta0,etratio);
858 m_et0DivEtTruth_phi->Fill(m_phi0,etratio);
859 if(m_et0 > m_energyCut)
860 {
861 m_et0DivEtTruth_ut_eta->Fill(m_eta0,etratio);
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862 m_et0DivEtTruth_ut_phi->Fill(m_phi0,etratio);
863 }
864 }
void DiJetAraTool::llNumberDistribution () onst [private℄
Fill number distribution plots.
Denition at line 866 of le DiJetAraTool.xx.
867 {
868 if((m_et0<=m_jetCut)||
869 (m_numberdistributionEta==0)||
870 (m_numberdistributionEtaW==0)||
871 (m_numberdistributionPhi==0)||
872 (m_numberdistributionPhiW==0)) return;
873 m_numberdistributionEta->Fill(m_eta0);
874 m_numberdistributionEtaW->Fill(m_eta0,m_et0);
875 m_numberdistributionPhi->Fill(m_phi0);
876 m_numberdistributionPhiW->Fill(m_phi0,m_et0);
877 }
Member Data Doumentation
bool DiJetAraTool::m_booked [private℄
True if histograms are booked (to avoid seg faults for 0 histograms).
Denition at line 374 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
onst JetColletion∗ DiJetAraTool::m_jets [private℄
Jets.
Use in eventloop: should be updated before alling eahEvent
Denition at line 382 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
onst JetColletion∗ DiJetAraTool::m_truthJets [private℄
Truth Jets.
Use in llEtDivEtTruth
Denition at line 387 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
onst EletronContainer∗ DiJetAraTool::m_eletrons [private℄
Eletrons.
Use in eventloop: should be updated before alling eahEvent
Denition at line 392 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
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onst Analysis::MuonContainer∗DiJetAraTool::m_muons [private℄
Muons.
Use in eventloop: should be updated before alling eahEvent
Denition at line 397 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
onst MissingET∗ DiJetAraTool::m_missingET [private℄
Missing ET.
Use in eventloop: should be updated before alling eahEvent
Denition at line 402 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
double DiJetAraTool::m_et0 [private℄
et of leading jet
Denition at line 409 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
double DiJetAraTool::m_eta0 [private℄
eta of leading jet
Denition at line 412 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
double DiJetAraTool::m_phi0 [private℄
phi of leading jet
Denition at line 415 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
double DiJetAraTool::m_px0 [private℄
Px of leading jet.
Denition at line 418 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
double DiJetAraTool::m_py0 [private℄
Py of leading jet.
Denition at line 421 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
double DiJetAraTool::m_pz0 [private℄
Pz of leading jet.
Denition at line 424 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
double DiJetAraTool::m_et1 [private℄
et of next to leading jet
Denition at line 427 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
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double DiJetAraTool::m_eta1 [private℄
eta of next to leading jet
Denition at line 430 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
double DiJetAraTool::m_phi1 [private℄
phi of next to leading jet
Denition at line 433 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
double DiJetAraTool::m_px1 [private℄
Px of next to leading jet.
Denition at line 436 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
double DiJetAraTool::m_py1 [private℄
Py of next to leading jet.
Denition at line 439 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
double DiJetAraTool::m_pz1 [private℄
Pz of next to leading jet.
Denition at line 442 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
double DiJetAraTool::m_nrJets [private℄
Number of jets above m_jetCut in the event.
Denition at line 445 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
std::string DiJetAraTool::m_histoFile [private℄
File name of histogram output le (option).
Denition at line 452 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
bool DiJetAraTool::m_doDiJetCut [private℄
True if we should do diJet ut (option).
Denition at line 455 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
double DiJetAraTool::m_ut_osAlfa [private℄
Cut on the angle between jets, default (-0.92).
Denition at line 458 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
double DiJetAraTool::m_etaJetCutLow [private℄
Lower ut on eta.
Denition at line 461 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
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double DiJetAraTool::m_etaJetCutUp [private℄
Upper ut on eta.
Denition at line 464 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
double DiJetAraTool::m_phiJetCutLow [private℄
Lower ut on phi.
Denition at line 467 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
double DiJetAraTool::m_phiJetCutUp [private℄
Upper ut on phi.
Denition at line 470 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
bool DiJetAraTool::m_saleEtaPhiRange [private℄
True if saling histo range with eta phi range.
Denition at line 473 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
double DiJetAraTool::m_etaRangeLow [private℄
Lower ut on eta range.
Denition at line 476 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
double DiJetAraTool::m_etaRangeUp [private℄
Upper ut on eta range.
Denition at line 479 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
double DiJetAraTool::m_phiRangeLow [private℄
Lower ut on phi range.
Denition at line 482 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
double DiJetAraTool::m_phiRangeUp [private℄
Upper ut on phi range.
Denition at line 485 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
double DiJetAraTool::m_jetCut [private℄
For denition of jet.
Denition at line 488 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
double DiJetAraTool::m_energyCut [private℄
To look at high energy jets.
Denition at line 491 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
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unsigned int DiJetAraTool::m_nbins [private℄
Number of bins.
Denition at line 494 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
double DiJetAraTool::m_ut_et0DivTruthLo [private℄
Et0 over Et Truth ut (0).
Denition at line 497 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
double DiJetAraTool::m_ut_et0DivTruthHi [private℄
Et0 over Et Truth ut (0).
Denition at line 500 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
double DiJetAraTool::m_ut_et1DivEt2 [private℄
Et1 / Et2 ut (0).
Denition at line 503 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
double DiJetAraTool::m_ut_sumPtDivEt [private℄
Momentum sum / E_t sum ut (0).
Denition at line 506 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
double DiJetAraTool::m_ut_metDivSumEt [private℄
Missing et / sum et ut (0).
Denition at line 509 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
double DiJetAraTool::m_ut_wNorm [private℄
W normalized mass ut (0).
Denition at line 512 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
TObjString∗ DiJetAraTool::m_leInfo [private℄
String with event id:s.
Denition at line 517 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
unsigned int DiJetAraTool::m_nEvt [private℄
Number of total event.
Denition at line 520 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
unsigned int DiJetAraTool::m_nDiJetEvt [private℄
Number of events that passes di jet ut.
Denition at line 523 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
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unsigned int DiJetAraTool::m_nEtaPhiEvt [private℄
Number of events that passes eta phi range ut.
Denition at line 526 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
TH2∗ DiJetAraTool::m_energydierene_eta [private℄
Denition at line 530 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
TH2∗ DiJetAraTool::m_energydierene_phi [private℄
Denition at line 531 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
TH2∗ DiJetAraTool::m_energydierene_ut_eta [private℄
Denition at line 532 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
TH2∗ DiJetAraTool::m_energydierene_ut_phi [private℄
Denition at line 533 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
TH2∗ DiJetAraTool::m_et1DivEt2_eta [private℄
Denition at line 541 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
TH2∗ DiJetAraTool::m_et1DivEt2_phi [private℄
Denition at line 542 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
TH2∗ DiJetAraTool::m_et1DivEt2_ut_eta [private℄
Denition at line 543 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
TH2∗ DiJetAraTool::m_et1DivEt2_ut_phi [private℄
Denition at line 544 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
TH2∗ DiJetAraTool::m_et0DivEtTruth_eta [private℄
Denition at line 549 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
TH2∗ DiJetAraTool::m_et0DivEtTruth_phi [private℄
Denition at line 550 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
TH2∗ DiJetAraTool::m_et0DivEtTruth_ut_eta [private℄
Denition at line 551 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
TH2∗ DiJetAraTool::m_et0DivEtTruth_ut_phi [private℄
Denition at line 552 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
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TH2∗ DiJetAraTool::m_metDivSumet_eta [private℄
Denition at line 557 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
TH2∗ DiJetAraTool::m_metDivSumet_phi [private℄
Denition at line 558 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
TH2∗ DiJetAraTool::m_metDivSumet_ut_eta [private℄
Denition at line 559 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
TH2∗ DiJetAraTool::m_metDivSumet_ut_phi [private℄
Denition at line 560 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
TH2∗ DiJetAraTool::m_sumpDivSumet_eta [private℄
Denition at line 565 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
TH2∗ DiJetAraTool::m_sumpDivSumet_phi [private℄
Denition at line 566 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
TH2∗ DiJetAraTool::m_sumpDivSumet_ut_eta [private℄
Denition at line 567 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
TH2∗ DiJetAraTool::m_sumpDivSumet_ut_phi [private℄
Denition at line 568 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
TH2∗ DiJetAraTool::m_wNorm_eta [private℄
Denition at line 573 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
TH2∗ DiJetAraTool::m_wNorm_phi [private℄
Denition at line 574 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
TH2∗ DiJetAraTool::m_wNorm_ut_eta [private℄
Denition at line 575 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
TH2∗ DiJetAraTool::m_wNorm_ut_phi [private℄
Denition at line 576 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
TH1F∗ DiJetAraTool::m_highestEnergySymmetry [private℄
Counts number of highest energy jets in positive and negative phi.
Denition at line 583 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
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TH1F∗ DiJetAraTool::m_numberdistributionEta [private℄
Distribution of highest energy jets in eta.
Denition at line 586 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
TH1F∗ DiJetAraTool::m_numberdistributionEtaW [private℄
Distribution of highest energy jets in eta weighted.
Denition at line 589 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
TH1F∗ DiJetAraTool::m_numberdistributionPhi [private℄
Distribution of highest energy jets in phi.
Denition at line 592 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
TH1F∗ DiJetAraTool::m_numberdistributionPhiW [private℄
Distribution of highest energy jets in phi weighted.
Denition at line 595 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
TH1F∗ DiJetAraTool::m_os [private℄
Distribution of osine between leading and next to leading jet, no z om-
ponent.
Denition at line 599 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
TH1F∗ DiJetAraTool::m_osCut [private℄
Distribution of osine between leading and next to leading jet with dijet
ut, no z omponent.
Denition at line 603 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
TH1F∗ DiJetAraTool::m_osz [private℄
Distribution of osine between leading and next to leading jet.
Denition at line 606 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
TH1F∗ DiJetAraTool::m_oszCut [private℄
Distribution of osine between leading and next to leading jet.
Denition at line 609 of le DiJetAraTool.h.
The doumentation for this lass was generated from the following les:
 /afs/ern.h/user/t/tburgess/srath0/testarea_14.5.2/DiJet/DiJet/Di-
JetAraTool.h
 /afs/ern.h/user/t/tburgess/srath0/testarea_14.5.2/DiJet/sr/DiJet-
AraTool.xx
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8.3.2 DiJetAraToolAlg Class Referene
ATHENA Algorithm for DiJet Athena Root Aess Tool.
#inlude <DiJetAraToolAlg.h>
Publi Member Funtions
 DiJetAraToolAlg (onst std::string &name, ISvLoator ∗pSvLoator)
Construtor.
 virtual StatusCode initialize ()
Initialize.
 virtual StatusCode exeute ()
Exeute.
 virtual StatusCode nalize ()
Finalize.
Proteted Attributes
 ToolHandle< DiJetAraToolWrapper > m_tool
Tool.
 MsgStream m_log
Message stream.
 StoreGateSv ∗ m_storeGate
A handle on the Store Gate servie for aess to the Event Store.
Detailed Desription
ATHENA Algorithm for DiJet Athena Root Aess Tool.
See also:
DiJetAraTool(p. 80)
Denition at line 22 of le DiJetAraToolAlg.h.
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Construtor & Destrutor Doumentation
DiJetAraToolAlg::DiJetAraToolAlg (onst std::string & name, ISv-
Loator ∗ pSvLoator)
Construtor.
Parameters:
name name
pSvLoator Servie loator
Denition at line 18 of le DiJetAraToolAlg.xx.
19 :
20 Algorithm(name, pSvLoator),
21 m_tool( "DiJetAraToolWrapper", this ),
22 m_log(msgSv(),name),
23 m_storeGate(0)
24 {
25 delareProperty( "DiJetTool", m_tool, "DiJet tool" );
26 }
Member Funtion Doumentation
StatusCode DiJetAraToolAlg::initialize () [virtual℄
Initialize.
Returns:
status ode
Denition at line 28 of le DiJetAraToolAlg.xx.
28 {
29 // verify that our tool handle is pointing to an aessible tool
30 if ( m_tool.retrieve().isFailure() ) {
31 m_log << MSG::FATAL << "Failed to retrieve " << m_tool << endreq;
32 return StatusCode::FAILURE;
33 }
34
35 //Get pointer to storegate servie
36 if (servie("StoreGateSv", m_storeGate).isFailure()) {
37 m_log << MSG::ERROR
38 << "Unable to retrieve pointer to StoreGateSv"
39 << endreq;
40 return StatusCode::FAILURE;
41 }
42
43 m_tool->getTool()->bookHistograms();
44 return StatusCode::SUCCESS;
45 }
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StatusCode DiJetAraToolAlg::exeute () [virtual℄
Exeute.
Returns:
status ode
Denition at line 47 of le DiJetAraToolAlg.xx.
47 {
48 //Get olletions from store gate
49 onst JetColletion* jets = 0;
50 if ((m_storeGate->retrieve(jets,"Cone4H1TowerJets")).isFailure()
51 || (jets==0)) {
52 m_log << MSG::WARNING
53 << "No Cone4H1TowerJets found in infile" << endreq;
54 return StatusCode::FAILURE;
55 }
56 //Get olletions from store gate
57 onst JetColletion* truthJets = 0;
58 if ((m_storeGate->retrieve(truthJets,"Cone4TruthJets")).isFailure()
59 || (truthJets==0)) {
60 m_log << MSG::WARNING
61 << "No Cone4TruthJets found in infile
(aeptable when there is no MC info)" << endreq;
62 }
63 onst EletronContainer* eletrons = 0;
64 if ((m_storeGate->retrieve(eletrons,"EletronAODColletion")).isFailure()
65 || (eletrons==0)) {
66 m_log << MSG::WARNING
67 << "No EletronAODColletion found in infile" << endreq;
68 return StatusCode::FAILURE;
69 }
70 onst Analysis::MuonContainer* muons = 0;
71 if ((m_storeGate->retrieve(muons,"StaoMuonColletion")).isFailure()
72 || (muons==0)) {
73 m_log << MSG::WARNING
74 << "No StaoMuonColletion found in infile" << endreq;
75 return StatusCode::FAILURE;
76 }
77 onst MissingET* missingET = 0;
78 if ((m_storeGate->retrieve(missingET,"MET_Final")).isFailure()
79 || (missingET==0)) {
80 m_log << MSG::WARNING
81 << "No MET_Final found in infile" << endreq;
82 return StatusCode::FAILURE;
83 }
84 //Update olletion
85 m_tool->getTool()->updateColletions(
jets,truthJets,eletrons,muons,missingET);
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86 //Perform this event loop
87 m_tool->getTool()->eahEvent();
88 return StatusCode::SUCCESS;
89 }
StatusCode DiJetAraToolAlg::nalize () [virtual℄
Finalize.
Returns:
status ode
Denition at line 91 of le DiJetAraToolAlg.xx.
91 {
92 m_tool->getTool()->finalize();
93 m_tool.release();
94 return StatusCode::SUCCESS;
95 }
Member Data Doumentation
ToolHandle< DiJetAraToolWrapper > DiJetAraToolAlg::m_tool
[proteted℄
Tool.
Denition at line 44 of le DiJetAraToolAlg.h.
MsgStream DiJetAraToolAlg::m_log [proteted℄
Message stream.
Denition at line 47 of le DiJetAraToolAlg.h.
StoreGateSv∗ DiJetAraToolAlg::m_storeGate [proteted℄
A handle on the Store Gate servie for aess to the Event Store.
Denition at line 50 of le DiJetAraToolAlg.h.
The doumentation for this lass was generated from the following les:
 /afs/ern.h/user/t/tburgess/srath0/testarea_14.5.2/DiJet/DiJet/Di-
JetAraToolAlg.h
 /afs/ern.h/user/t/tburgess/srath0/testarea_14.5.2/DiJet/sr/DiJet-
AraToolAlg.xx
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8.4 DiJet File Doumentation
8.4.1 /afs/ern.h/user/t/tburgess/srath0/testarea_-
14.5.2/DiJet/DiJet/DiJetAraTool.h File Referene
Denition of DiJet Athena Root Aess Tool.
#inlude "AraTool/AraToolBase.h"
#inlude <iostream>
#inlude "TTree.h"
#inlude "TBranh.h"
#inlude "TH1.h"
#inlude "TH2.h"
#inlude "TProfile.h"
#inlude "TObjString.h"
#inlude "JetEvent/Jet.h"
#inlude "JetEvent/JetColletion.h"
#inlude "egammaEvent/egammaPIDdefs.h"
#inlude "egammaEvent/EletronContainer.h"
#inlude "egammaEvent/Eletron.h"
#inlude "muonEvent/Muon.h"
#inlude "muonEvent/MuonContainer.h"
#inlude "MissingETEvent/MissingET.h"
Classes
 lass DiJetAraTool
DiJet Athena Root Aess tool.
Detailed Desription
Denition of DiJet Athena Root Aess Tool.
Author:
Kent Skjei <kent.skjei-at-gmail.om>
Thomas Burgess <tburgess-at-ern.h>
Created 2009-02-16.
Id
Denition in le DiJetAraTool.h.
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8.4.2 /afs/ern.h/user/t/tburgess/srath0/testarea_-
14.5.2/DiJet/DiJet/DiJetAraToolAlg.h File Ref-
erene
Implementation of ATHENA Algorithm for DiJet Athena Root Aess Tool.
#inlude "StoreGate/StoreGateSv.h"
#inlude "GaudiKernel/Algorithm.h"
#inlude "GaudiKernel/ToolHandle.h"
#inlude "DiJet/DiJetAraToolWrapper.h"
#inlude <string>
Classes
 lass DiJetAraToolAlg
ATHENA Algorithm for DiJet Athena Root Aess Tool.
Detailed Desription
Implementation of ATHENA Algorithm for DiJet Athena Root Aess Tool.
Author:
Thomas Burgess <tburgess-at-ern.h>
Created 2009-02-16.
Id
Denition in le DiJetAraToolAlg.h.
8.4.3 /afs/ern.h/user/t/tburgess/srath0/testarea_-
14.5.2/DiJet/DiJet/DiJetAraToolWrapper.h File
Referene
Denition of wrapper for DiJetAraTool(p. 80).
#inlude "DiJet/DiJetAraTool.h"
#inlude "AraTool/AraAlgToolWrapper.h"
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Typedefs
 typedef AraAlgToolWrapper<DiJetAraTool>DiJetAraToolWrapper
Wrapper for DiJetAraTool(p. 80).
Detailed Desription
Denition of wrapper for DiJetAraTool(p. 80).
Author:
Thomas Burgess <tburgess-at-ern.h>
Created 2009-02-16.
Id
Denition in le DiJetAraToolWrapper.h.
Typedef Doumentation
typedef AraAlgToolWrapper<DiJetAraTool >DiJetAraToolWrapper
Wrapper for DiJetAraTool(p. 80).
Denition at line 18 of le DiJetAraToolWrapper.h.
8.4.4 /afs/ern.h/user/t/tburgess/srath0/testarea_-
14.5.2/DiJet/DiJet/DiJetDit.h File Referene
DiJet pakade ditionary le.
#inlude "DiJet/DiJetAraTool.h"
Detailed Desription
DiJet pakade ditionary le.
Author:
Thomas Burgess <tburgess-at-ern.h>
Created 2009-02-16.
Denition in le DiJetDit.h.
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8.4.5 MainPage.h File Referene
8.4.6 /afs/ern.h/user/t/tburgess/srath0/testarea_-
14.5.2/DiJet/share/DiJet_topOptions.py File Ref-
erene
8.4.7 /afs/ern.h/user/t/tburgess/srath0/testarea_-
14.5.2/DiJet/share/init_root.py File Referene
8.4.8 /afs/ern.h/user/t/tburgess/srath0/testarea_-
14.5.2/DiJet/sr/omponents/DiJet_entries.xx File
Referene
DiJet pakade entries delaration.
#inlude "DiJet/DiJetAraTool.h"
#inlude "DiJet/DiJetAraToolAlg.h"
#inlude "DiJet/DiJetAraToolWrapper.h"
#inlude "GaudiKernel/DelareFatoryEntries.h"
Funtions
 DECLARE_FACTORY_ENTRIES (DiJet)
Detailed Desription
DiJet pakade entries delaration.
Author:
Thomas Burgess <tburgess-at-ern.h>
Created 2009-02-16.
Id
Denition in le DiJet_entries.xx.
Funtion Doumentation
DECLARE_FACTORY_ENTRIES (DiJet)
Denition at line 18 of le DiJet_entries.xx.
18 {
19 DECLARE_ALGTOOL( DiJetAraToolAlg )
20 DECLARE_ALGTOOL( DiJetAraToolWrapper )
21 }
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8.4.9 /afs/ern.h/user/t/tburgess/srath0/testarea_-
14.5.2/DiJet/sr/omponents/DiJet_load.xx File
Referene
DiJet pakade load le.
#inlude "GaudiKernel/LoadFatoryEntries.h"
Detailed Desription
DiJet pakade load le.
Author:
Thomas Burgess <tburgess-at-ern.h>
Created 2009-02-16.
Id
Denition in le DiJet_load.xx.
8.4.10 /afs/ern.h/user/t/tburgess/srath0/testarea_-
14.5.2/DiJet/sr/DiJetAraTool.xx File Referene
Implementation of DiJet Athena Root Aess Tool.
#inlude "GaudiKernel/StatusCode.h"
#inlude "DiJet/DiJetAraTool.h"
#inlude "GaudiKernel/SystemOfUnits.h"
#inlude "TMath.h"
#inlude "TH1.h"
#inlude "TH2.h"
#inlude "TFile.h"
#inlude "TTree.h"
#inlude "TBranh.h"
#inlude "TProfile.h"
#inlude "JetEvent/Jet.h"
#inlude "JetEvent/JetColletion.h"
#inlude "egammaEvent/egammaPIDdefs.h"
#inlude "egammaEvent/EletronContainer.h"
#inlude "egammaEvent/Eletron.h"
#inlude "muonEvent/Muon.h"
#inlude "muonEvent/MuonContainer.h"
#inlude "MissingETEvent/MissingET.h"
#inlude <sstream>
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Detailed Desription
Implementation of DiJet Athena Root Aess Tool.
Author:
Kent Skjei <kent.skjei-at-gmail.om>
Thomas Burgess <tburgess-at-ern.h>
Created 2009-02-16.
Id
Denition in le DiJetAraTool.xx.
8.4.11 /afs/ern.h/user/t/tburgess/srath0/testarea_-
14.5.2/DiJet/sr/DiJetAraToolAlg.xx File Ref-
erene
Denition of ATHENA Algorithm for DiJet Athena Root Aess Tool.
#inlude "StoreGate/StoreGateSv.h"
#inlude "DiJet/DiJetAraToolAlg.h"
#inlude "GaudiKernel/MsgStream.h"
#inlude "GaudiKernel/Message.h"
#inlude "GaudiKernel/GaudiExeption.h"
#inlude <string>
Detailed Desription
Denition of ATHENA Algorithm for DiJet Athena Root Aess Tool.
Author:
Thomas Burgess <tburgess-at-ern.h>
Created 2009-02-16.
Id
Denition in le DiJetAraToolAlg.xx.
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8.4.12 /afs/ern.h/user/t/tburgess/srath0/testarea_-
14.5.2/DiJet/sr/DiJetAraToolWrapper.xx File
Referene
Implementation of wrapper for DiJetAraTool(p. 80).
#inlude "DiJet/DiJetAraToolWrapper.h"
Detailed Desription
Implementation of wrapper for DiJetAraTool(p. 80).
Author:
Thomas Burgess <tburgess-at-ern.h>
Created 2009-02-16.
Id
Denition in le DiJetAraToolWrapper.xx.
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